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PREFACE

t
,

At the August 1979 annual meeting of the EducatIon COmmissign of the..
States, a resoluiion was passed directing the staff "... to undertake wst dy of
the intent and implicatiogs of recent state actions and legislation pendi g in
Clongress to open the testing prOcess to public scrutiny." With the assistance of 7

a small grant from the Ford Poundation,the study was iniitiated in October ..,
under the directibn Of the Department of Postsecondary Educatipn. The,
authors reviewed positions of the proponents and opponents of legislation, the
content of existing and proposed state and federal legislation.and 'analysis of

..the.legal and other issties raised- by The laws..Copies of the draft repo.rt were
distribUted to some 40 reviewers, including the majqr representatiVes of both

. sides of t4 issues. Their comments and suggestions have been incorporated in..

. this final draft. .

r

Sr.

We are grateful to the National Assessment of 2ducati/onal Progress (NAEP), for
the loan of Rexford Brown, NAEP Director of Publications and User Products,
who served as primary author and editor for the report. Merle Steven'McClung,
Direct& of the FCS Law and Education Center, vided the legal analysis of
the frnplications of the enacted and proposed le alion.
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hicliard M. Millard
Director, Departreent of

Poksecondary Education
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A

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

` ;
This report, prepared by the kducation Commission of the States, sketches.the

i.background out of w,hich "truth in testing" legislation arose, describes existing
state and federal testing legislation, details' arguments raised ih hearings on the
legislation,, analyzeS the legal issues, raised by the legislation and ,piovides .a,
framework for simPlifying the 'arguments and 'gathering more' inforriciation
about important contentions. The report is not a policy 4tatemerit; rathelr,.it is
,intelided to provide enough background to prepare legislators confronting the

, issue for the major points *they oan expect to see raised in) discussions and,
,hearings. ,

. ,.,,- ' .
. , t

At the center of the debate are two definitions of "fairnesIst" On ,one side are
. the proponeVos of disclosure legislation, who: argile that afN matter of sirtple a

a. fairness students should be able to see the test instrument (includipg the
/ 'questions, the answers 'and related lest data) used to make imiprtant-decisions

about their lives. Proponents feel that tegts are social policy instruments that
. should, in a democratic sdciety, be Open to scrutiny. On the other .side, the

opponents of legislation argue that test security insures fairness, so disclosure
4a0rf the tests will, by breaching security ;affect the validity of the tests, increase

osts and lessen Confidence in stIndardized tests, all of which will erode
rrness in decisions made about studnts. -They feel that secure standardized

tests give everyone an equal. chance and are more democratic instruments for
policy making than are alternatives that permit the intrusion of variouserases.

J.

k

Proponents of the legislation believe that the, principle of fairness outweighs
technical objections- td open testing. They believe that security is hot essential
for test validity arid, that the burden of pl-oof rests upon the test companies.

- Specifically, they ask that the test compraties prove their allegations that full
disclosure wll weaken test validity, increase development costs, exhaust" the
number of test questions that can be asked, erode confidence in tests and lead
to a climate of more unfairness in decisions thatfinvolve test scores.

OS1xrints of the legislation believe that the burden of proof that a law i4,
-,,necessäiy rests upon the supporters of tekting legisfation. Specifically, they ask
for proof thata substantial problem with test, use or abuse exists; that the
legislation will correct any misuses and abuses, that open testing is technically
feasible and that substantial benefits accrue to individuals and society through
test disclosu4 that are not offset by government intrusion, and, potential
damage to standardized testing and admissions procedures.

., ., Thtse two public interests must be. balanced against one another. bi addition,
circling around them are a host of related issues (summarized in Exhibit 1, page
xi). There are arguments about the role and power of American testiriag
companies. There are arguments ab t the nature, quality, use arid misuse ofoe4
'standardized' tests in general and te *used for admissions decisions. Tpere are
arguments about the consequences of government interference in this area. The
debate will continue as state bills are considered and the federal legislation
surfaces again in the 1980 Congressional session. New laws, compromises,
amendments tt laws and court decisions will clarify the situation in coming
months. There is no reason to discourage states from considering-,this issue, but
there is every reason to encourage them to do So comprehensively, listening
carefully to both sides and watching developments in New York and elsewhere.

vii
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INTRODUCTION .

The following reeort attemPts to 'clarify 'important positiong- taken for' or .
against legislation aimed at standardized tests. It begins by placing the "truth in
testing" issue in its social and historteal context. Then it eiamines the testing
legislation itself and its legal and practical implications for sucki important
groups as educators, _test developers, adniissions.. officers and, of cohrse, the
'millions of students and adults,who are tested every day in America. Before
launching into the debate, however, we should be clear abdut the particulars of
the legislation at the heart of tlit controversy. The first law requiring test
publishers to disclose information to test takers and the public was California's
SB f20135, enacted in September 1978. The law applies to any standardized test
used 'Mr postsecondary education .admissions selection and given to more than
3,000 students in other words, staih tests as the Schblastic. Aptitude Test
"(SAT) anti the American College Testing (ACT) Assessment. The law requires
that a test's sponsor must file with the California Postsecondary,/ Education
Commission various kinds of data describing the 'test's features: limitations and
use; must provide test takers with various kinds of information about.a test and
how it will be used; and must submit data about theradministration of the test,
the income realized and'the e enses incurred in its administration.

.

A second state law was enacted In New York.iri 1979. Like the California law,
it applies only to tests used for postsecondary or professional schtoradrnissions
and requires test publishers to file background ,reports about their tests and--,
provide test takers with ,ample information. addition, the New York law
requires the test agencies to file the contents of the tests with th New York
Commissioner of Education within 30 days of release of scores, and, thereafter,
provide thenr to test takers upon request. Further detail abont these 1a;vs
appears in Table 1, pg. 17, later in this report. ( 1

In addition.to these laws, similar bills some requiring total disclosure of the
test (such A the New York bill stipulates), some not have been filed in
Florida, Maryland, Ohio, Texas, Colorado, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania and
New Jersey (Table 2), pg. 19, although none has yet begn enacted. Other state
bills %appear to be imminent. Two federal bills also were Introduced in i979
the "Truth in Testing Act of 1979," known as the Gibbons Bill or H.R. 3564,
and the "Educational Testing Act of 1r9," known as the Weiss Bill, or, H.R.
4949. The fdrmer covers achievement and occupational tests as well as
admissions tests; but does not require total disclosure; the latter is limited to
admissions tots but does require total disclosure, as well as a number of other
reqUirements. These bills are detailed in Table 3, pg. 25.

All but two of the bills introduced'-apply to potseconclary etucation
admissions testing only ; not to standardi.zed achievement tests in areas such as
reading, and history; personality .or diagnostic tests; or minimal competency
exams (although Massachusetts require.s total disclosure of its competency
tests). With the exception of the Gibbons Bill,, they do not apply to
occupational testing, civil service or licensing examinations. The New Jersey bill
aPplies- to all tests "developed by a .test agency for the purpose of selection,
plac'ement, claasification, graduation or any other bonafide reason concerning
pupils in elementary and secondary,4postsecondary, or professional schools."

The arguments about testing legislation seem to fall into four related but

ix
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distinct groups. The first, major Cluster of argurn$nts centers 'around the role
and. .pbwei of,the testing industry.; the saiv Lsenteis ound the nathre
and quality of standaldized testsithe threl concerns the need foto state or
'federal legishltion in this area and th$ -iroblems with existing tr--plopospo
legislation; ancrighe fourth really a sul.division of the third, but flubstantiai
enough to merit'sepatate treatment = :entera around,the,conseque es of the
full disclosure provisiorrs' specified in, several of the proposed and en ed laws.
These arguments are summariieci in Exhibit 1 at the.end (3.[ thisi9trodti

Within each groL) of' conc\rnes strong, polarized pOsi .ttiion;tend to dominate.
For instance, on ?. is asked to believe that. testing cornpanies. are too, powerful
and that they zre not particularly po/verful at all; that standarckzed)tests are
worse thlin the''subdective" measures they were supposed to repla*anck that
thly are far superior to old, biased ways of evaltiating peOple; 'or that fotal
disclosure of test materials wia either iNprove or destroy itandardized teats;
Where the clash is most dramatic in the conflict over disclosure both si4es
ironically appeal to the-same prfnciple ---,"fairness." When the niajor groups of
Arguments are examined it becojnes obvious that the antagonists .are seldom

dra ng, upon the same facts, looking.at the sarne aspects Of the educational
en erprise or subscribing to the spme beliefs about the nature and function of
education. They are mor often argUing at'each other thamwith each.other:

Mav people wjthin the testi,pg community favor the proposal to make more
information about testing available. Many people who dislike massive testing
nevertheless oppose government interference or regulation, these bills cor
aspects of these bills. Even some of the draf1Ors of the bills and laws planlo
cliange spe'cific sections. Much of the technical criticism of tests domes from
within the psychometric tommunity itself. Some people who dislike testing are
against the legi'slation because they' feel .it wilt only further legitimize it.and
increase profits. The moraLis clear: any suMmary such as this one Will create
illusion of distinct camps, each_ of which subscribes to everything attributed to
either "proponents" or "opponents" of the legislation. This is not the case.
Ariy particular argument for or against tests or the legislation is liicely to be-
supported by some people one would expect to be on "the other. side." The
following exhibit is intended to put into a nutshell the major arguments that
have been advanced for and against testing legislation.

Althtiugh there is' a certain logic to, the way the report is organized, some
readers may well want to skip to those.parts that interest them most and return
to other parts at their leisure. Each-issue listed in the exhibit is discussed in the

'rep.Ort and ran 'be pursued further through the publications listed 4nhe
Bibliography.

9
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Exhibit I.' The Debate About Testing Legislation in a Nutshell<

I. Debate About Role and Power of Testing Companies

Antitesting Sentiments Pro-Testing.Senaerrtsat'
Tests have little thfluence compared to family, social and
educational influences, grare point average...

Commercial test publishers are accountable t8 market
forces; test makers, including ETS and ACT, are '

accountable to professional standards, education,
.community,higher educaSion communities, courtsg
clrent groups, trustees and Internal Revenue Service.

Tests have profound influence upon American lives and
life chances.

testing companies are unawountable to their dependent
-public --particularly true of the Educational Testing
Service (ETS) and American College Testing (ACT).

Testing companies are too secretive; test rs deb not
know.enough about tests; researchas c t study
them.

'Massive testing does more harm thangood (e.g.,
consumes time better vent learning, alters curriculum;
stigmatizes children, misleads public, etc.).

Tests are inherently biased a6ainst pluralism, tend tt.
further stratify society. i

(

Tests are ''sridely nisused and misunderstood.

Critics confuse security a technical issue with
setrec\t; ample test information is available both to test
takers and qualified researchers.

The public and higPier ddlication have asked for massive
testing;,testing produces information usefulfor
improving edqscation; it does more'good than harm (e.g.,
takes little timNiagnoses problems, helps
administrators, etc.).

The) culture is inherently biased; bias in tests is being
minimized; don't blame the messenger; testing helps
minorities.

Test companies'try hard to curb abuse,.educate users.

II. Debate About Quality of Standardized Machine-Scored Tests Used Primarily for Prediction

Critics of Standardized Tests Defenders of Standardizerk Tests

Tests concent'rate on easily measured Cognitive skill's,
ignoring higher leveLskills (e.g problem solving),
imagination, creativity, etc.

Theory upon which testing rests is sirpplistic, oiltdated
and sketchy.

Test information iS much less precise than testers
pretend.

Tests*are seldOm valid even hy test makKs'tandards.

Tes re developed subjectively and always contah,
cont versial items.

4

Test scores-do not predict success in later life
4

e 1

F6rmar qualities of multiple-choice tests oo'nvey
messages that undercutreasoning skills, writing ability,
adcurate perception of the world.

Society values intellectual achievement, cognitive skills;
education (especially higher education) stresses those
skills; others (e.g., teachers) are better able to assess
imagination, creatiVitil etc.

Theory apon which education rests may be simplistioi
outdated and sketchy; test theory i's better than 9ritics
think and always improving.

.10

Test infqrmation is improving in precision and Is betters
than massive subjectivity. .

Many tests are rigorously validated and most do what
they are designed to do.

Tests are develped by educators and scholars, some of
whom always disagree with others; in the main, they do
what they are supposed to do.

Test scores accurately prcessLict such thirr as a)ademic
success in first year of college, first yedf of medical or
law school, etc.; they are not,designed to predict success
in later life.

No empirical data are offered to support such fears;
testing consumes too little of a student's time to have
such effects.
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Exhibit 1. The Debate About Testing Legislation in a Nutshell (cont.)

Ill. Debate About Need for Testing Legislation

Pro-Legislation Sentiments

Cif ade inflation, misuse have combined to give tests too
Much iefluence in admissions decisions. .

A commitment to "truth in lending," "truth in
advertising," sunshine laws and consumerism should

,extend to an area as important as admissions testing.

Because admissions tests have such, influence, there is an
overridihg public interest at stake.

, Leg s4latiori will promote greatdr accuracy, validity of
tests.

Legislation will encourage use of multiple criteria in
selection process.

The adNlisiions test industry is not accountable to
anyone.

Antilegislation Sentiments

Highrie education's need for students has lessened*
importance of admissions test scores.

Test publishers and higher education,institutions already
provide ample information and protection; analogies to
consumer movements are misleading.

There are several competing public interests at stake;
critics have not established an.overridingneed for
legislation.

Legislation callir for full disclosure will lower the
quality cif tests.

..e Most institutions already use multiple criteria and test
agencies encourage the practice.

The industry is accountable to tile psychometric
profession, market forces, academic community.

ederal legislation would constitute dangerous, if not
unconstitutional, federal incursion into education.

Legislation interferes with First Amendment right of
colleges,to determine who they want to teach.

IV. Debate About Full Disclosure and Other Aspects of Legislation

Arguments Against Full Disclosure

Students cannot learn much from.examining their test items.

Teachers may try to increase aptitude test icores by teaching the test fitems, thus damaging curriculum.'

Full disclosure will compromise test security; compromised security means less confidence in tests.

Release of items will jead to invalid interpretations and misunderstandings.

Accumulation of disclosures over the years will,erode test quality and utility.

) Good itereare the result of a costly, technical and professional process; they should be husbanded to have long life.

Sample tests are sufficient.

It makes more sense to disclose a full specimpn of the test before the test taking session, so test taker know.s what to
expect.

Disclosure-will remove economic competitive incentive to create new and better tests..

If admisiions officers lose confidence in test scores, disadvantage'd students will suffer.

Disclosure means fewer test administrations per year in order tO keep a, test 'secure as long as possible.

Disclosure will increase test development costs, thus the cost of tests to-students; poorer students will suffer.

.Disclosuee will decrease amount Qf time available for development, leading to greater possibility of biased items cree
into tasts. '
Disclosure will benefit expensive coaching schools, further hurting poor students.

Disclos makes comparability measurement more difficult.

Disclosure requirement constitutes seizure of private property without due process an'd
,protected by copyright laws.

xii 1 f

pg
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in violation ef proprietary rights
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Exhibit 1. The Debate About Testing Legislation in a Nutshell (cont.)

IV. Debate Aliout Full Disclosure and Other Aspects of Legislatiod lcontaJ .

'Counter Arguments About Full Disclosure

/ Students can learn about tests and test strategy from examjning test questions. '

Security need not be an issue; new measurement technology could enable testers to elimin.ate the problem.

Development costs would not increase 'as much as testers suggest.

I tems now availablp only to expensive coaching schools would be available to everyone, benefiting poor students.

There are many solutions to the comparability probleM; 'the law.s do notadversely affect comparability Measurement.

The fairness issue takes precedence over technical matters.

Disclosure will help admissions officers as well as students.

Arguments Against Release of All Studies, Evaluations or Statistical fleports Potaining to a Test

.(para. 341, New York; Sec. 4(a)(1)(A), Weiss Bill)

t" These provisionsi'may inteqere with academic and institutional freedom in violation of the Firskt Amendment of the lr.S.
anstit0115n.

413 .4.0"
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.1. BACKOIOUNIP

Airia's, schools serve many functions. The play a major role in''socializing;
a ere , ,

our children, teatthing them explicitly and implicitly.wtat.i'a expected of them
as citizens.. They serve as' the-locus for accultnration; nategrating children from *,

.nlany different backgr9un.#s. They offer a wicle range of courses, servicjaa and
egieriences detigned to epcourage fult personal idevelopment. .They figure
hea,vily- in courtship and matg Oreotion. Tfief bind neighborhoods and
coinmunities.! And 'they train children in the tectiffiCal skqls 'they will need to
fit ily into, the wbrk.world that lies*.beYond tormal sehoOling. With this.last-.
function, the preparation' of future workers, comes the schools' rple in.
,cert6ing, identifying fort the world outside the school indlviduals kwhp have
certain marketable skills or are likely to Make' partidular contributlAs to
society. Certification often requires testing of some kind.

interest in the'schools Aids to focus on o e ot two of.these ionctions at .Roles Change'
a time and groups of people tend to value somef the furtgions over others,v,
depending on q variety ,of social factors. Consequently, there are many people
for whom tlid OaramOunt function of schools is to educate:each individual child
to his orTher full potential, and there are magi for vihorn'the Oranio'unt
function is simply to.train children to work in the existing wörk ,werld. The
forther might,question the wisdom of a. three R's curriculuni, and the latter
Alight queStibrirthe utility of Many .elective cowes. The former might
doniinate educational policy during .a "progressive" era, and the latter miOit .

dominate during a "back to basiCs" era.

Roles 'of 'Schools
.

S.

ct.

Certification .

.1

'
America has seen meny progressive and

A

many basic eras,,* as well as ,tras that
have been dominated by concern for the sorting, supervisory and acculturative
functions. All of them spem tied to such noneducational matters as the natiOn's
econornic health, wars, large shifts in the kinds of,work available in.the so,Fiety,.
large influences of immigrants, baby booms or,civil rights 'movements,'

However laudable its interitiohi, the New Yorklaw carnot
force,tests companies, to explain the meaning of test scores to
students: and certainly this law cannot deal with the complex
issues of test validity and* role of cultural factors in:Influenc-
ing test results. The cons171Iction, evaluation and interpretation
of tests are highly technical matters thhich must be dealt with
by ongoingAvearch by those who are trained in this specialty.
The important problem of the use ana*abuse 'of standardized
tests cannot be resolved by a simplistic law which confu this
issue with consurnerprotectlon problems.

Kenneth B. Clark, Social Psychologist
Member, New York Board of Regents,
The New-York Times, August 18, 1979'
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t . /Our present post-Niettitun. and Watergate era is Marked *by a Widespread
rtrpraisal pf American, institutions. There is disillusionment witir'the c
Ameri he'Can military, t federal government, t Presidency, the FBI., the CIA,
the oil companies, the pfess; the courts, nueIar energy the list goes on and

. 'on. And- in all of the criticism!), of our iustituttons, one is persistent enough to
roughly sum tip ,fr,he era's theme: out*,institutions are accused of not.being
sufficintly accountable io the peoPlt who support them and whose lives'arere,
affected, sOmetoimes'profoundly, bx their actions. Our educaional system has

1 ' not esciPed this deliire to deinystify%nstitutions and regain control over them
2 It, Apo, i being .asked to account for its ways.. 'Although the pressure. for

accountaNlity has touched all of the 'many functions of our saiools, it/has '
(perhaps because,. 'of 'the state cji the'economy) focused mainly on the
trathink/dertifYing.funotitms.. The schools are suspected of not producing a
work. fotce 'sufficiently cdrinpetent to' meet our coMplex social and technologi-
cal rieedri..jhe burden of.proofthat they are pt are not has shifted back and
forth, but( tire' proof itself has depended heavily on standardized test scores.
With. more weight being 'placed on standardized test scores as indicators of

. . educational quality, it was only natural that the tests theraelves would CCMIW
under increasing scrutin, Charges of misuse, bias against minority groups and .
cavaliei treatment of test subjects have proliferatectas test use has proliferated.
Add the fact that testing is an enterprise of sufficient magnitude to fallprey to
the national skepticism-add the fact thal, tests have become an integre part of

, the infrattkucture upon which the ideal of an American meritocracy rests; and
ddd the fact 114 the ideal of a meritocraCy itself is under attack and it is not
siltprising either that this ssue has surfaced again or that it generates vigorous

, . \i and confusing debate. .

*..,, ..
This isnot the first time the testing community has been examined, orcourse.
There is an extensive critical literature about testing that goes back ,a half
century. Many of the antagonists at the recent legislative hearings on this issue
have crossed swoikds for decades. Banesh Hoffman's The
classic critique of the industry, 'was pUblished in Nt9,6

fFounu,1ion ltildies of tests and their implications were con
sixties; d"the Commission on Tests, convened by the

ranny-of Testing, a
the Russell Sage
ucted tnid-

ollege Entrance
Examination Board to study its activities, published its findings in ttirearly
seventies. Many other studies have been conducted during this decade,* and the
National Acadeiny of Stience i4 currently investigating the issue. However, thig,-
is the first time a levy such as New Yotk's ,Admission Testing Law haatactuall
been enacted, arid as the issue 'surfaces this time,. it finds itself in the age
sunshine laws and consumer protection legislation. It is an old issue' in A new
context.

A brief report such as thia one could never,du justice to the inieresting history
of testing iv America or to- the tomplex role that it has come to play in our
lives. Howeiter, a short survey of conflicting views about testing is necessary
because they undergird arguments for and against testing legislation. Many
peibple stipport or dislike the legislation solely on the-strength of theirfeelings
about test companies and irrespective of any facts that might be introduced on
one sidebf the other.

A. DEBATO ABOUT TESTING.COMPANIES AND THEIR INFLUENCE

Cas of Anuirican testing agencies assert that thq have enormous collective )
power and influence. They claim that over 40 million , elementary ane

*See VII: lliblioopphy, page 54.
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secondary students take more than.200 million tests 'every year at a cost of
more than .a quarter of a billion dollars. Entrance:into higher eclucatiof add a
multitude,of occupations depends heavily, the critacs maintainiepon stiendard,
ized test kores. In spite of their critical role in dtgrmining who gets ahlead in

- America, many of the- agencies aie accountable .:tb 'virtually no' one. They
aptrear to thei; critics to Create their own lucrative markets kin,t1 operate liFgely
in secret, ignoring criticism and c9lItivating a coterie &f psychometricians lend
researchers who both sanction and flirther mystify their. kctivities.

.

<,

.
We allocate' scarce .seducation and work ,opportunilies' with apti,
tude tests. Few people understand these tests. Tat developers
and users-do not4grovide information nOded for us t'o Uncle).-
stand. Yet we do lot hold this industry accountqble,for their
seeretive probing of our minds'. durrent testing practices are
*harmful to this country's goals of equity and a competent woçie
force.

Pay). Pottinger, Ditector,
National Center for the

Study of Professions

-Testing agency apporten agree- that testing is important but argue that our
education system is so complex and variegated that testing's influence is really
relatively minor. Compared to the amount of timelstudents spend doing ot er
things, their involvement w4 standardized tests is almost negligiblero
conipared to the billions of dolliirs spent upon education, the millions spe t n
testing do not amount to very ,\I'nuch. Like any other comfilmies, the sting
companies are subject in variou§ ways to the regulation of tthe market, their
supporters argue. Test publishing i a competitive business in which failure to
be accountable to customefs can spell economiC failure.

The major admissions tests' are developed and administered under policies
determined by associations of school and college people independent client
groups and trustees. Testing is furthekregulated by professional standards, such
as those published by the American Psychological Association. Tests ate widely
reviewed in journals and in Oscar Buro's Mental Measurements Yearbook. Were
there valid professional criticism of particular tests, they could not survive.
Companies are also subject to court decisions, since any test can be legally
ctiallenied and many have been. Far frpm being secret, the companies Aee
themselves as remarkably open, for competitive businesses. They' publish
numerous reports aboit their tests, they sponsor considerable psychometric
research, they make past tests available, and they make every effort to tell test
takers and users about the, limitations of standardized tests. Test .agency
supporters bclieve that'critics have confused test security a technical issue
,with secrecy). Thq agree that they -are intept upon keeping tests secure, 'but(
they do not beliewe they are secretive.

4
One, who examines tha arguments ablaut test company power and lack of
accountability will find the truth of the matter elusive. Power, amount of
regulation and secrecy are all relative. Individually and collectively, test
companies clearly have power, but is it "too much" power? Clearly they ate
subject to some market, court and profesdonal accotptability, but is that
enough control over their activities? Clearly tt4 are neither entirely open nor
entirely secret. There is too much room for interpretation .of such.matters.
Commitment to one position or the other must ultimately rest upon beliefs or
attitudes .that structure the "facts" to support a particular point of view,

3
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mong those-things, beliefs abdtt the ppwer, gecreey and accountability of test
companies will depend upon beliefs about whether mass* use of standardized
tests has had a positive or a negaare effect upon Americani,ducation.

Many proponents of
*testing

legislation believe that, on the whole, widespread .

. use of standardized tests for admissions and general educational evaluation -
I'M done more
that might oth
taking and

m to education than good. They argue thial. too much time
ise lle spent learning is spent pitpaping or, administering,

ing about atandgdized. testS. Too, general to apply to any
particular curricurum, the tests either deter teachers and Atudents from their

. normal path or force them tO alter their Jurriculum, to match inappropriate

tsio .
test goals. -8

,
Critics of massiv4 testing also argue that it is incompatible with! a pluralistia
society. Nationa k normed testi' designed to be used anywhere) are likely to be
somewhat irrelevant to the lives and-concerns' of vari s gro4s. Cultural bias
of one kind or another Middle class; urban, ErgTh speaking, whatever
cannot he bliminated. Consequentlyf critics chargej many people are judged.b`y
standards they do not hold and many'are" tagged as "underachievers," with
unfavorable consequenbes for their lives. Outside the world represented by
standardized tests, they remain outside the educatioruil escalator that leads
others to college and the good life.

. ----
.

In further support of the, ir belief that the conse ... s of assive testing-are \
more negative than positive, gome critics argue that the p ,, k t overreliance on
these intellectual measures may well lead to Worse social strati -:: tion than we
had before they came into widespread use, Ability grouping on.the ::sis of test
scores tends to separate low performers from high performers. Not ly does
this ptactice 'unfairly stigmatize individuhls, it impedes accultura ion by
keeping social classes separated. Some critics fear that an overreliance up Aest
scores for selection to college may lbad to a unifor student population and a
less diverse social talent pool than America needs for healthy social growth.

Finally, some critics of widespread testing point out that it fosters the cruel
illusion that people get ahead in America by performing well on achievement.
and ability tests. There is considerable evidence that getting ahead in America
has less to do with academic success than it does with motivation, personality
and advantages or disadvantages conferred by the social class into which one is
born. These critics argue that the "merdocracy" based upon testing serves only
to nuisk the fact that our economic system creates inequities no amount of
schooling can erase.

To believe that legislaiion requiring the dissemination of all
mannerl of information about tests will in any way remediate
basic societal ill§t some of which have been scores of years in
the making, is 4ei engage in the most fanciful and wish fal think-"ing.

Philip R. ver and
Richard L. F guson,

American College Testing Ikogram
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Arguments for the positive influence of testing upon.ectpcation begin witethe
observation that this is, in fact, a competitive, society and people will make
judgments with 'or without standardized tests. The jUdgments ther make
without then( testing supporters argue, are likely to be "subjective,"` *:

intFoducing t e kinds of bias and dikicrimination. that < tests have largely
eliminated,. Ever if imperfect, standardized tests than "subjec4i4e7 :

measures. . .
.

Tenting supporters point out that testing grew in response to public and
institutional demands. Educators asked for it; it was not imposed upon them.
The' test companies have performed numeroul services for the society at its

rn request, enabling millions of people to compete fairly Mr scholarships,
University admissions, promotions, jobs, high pchool or college cr i,t and a host
of other socialrewards. Although it islaue that some people miss ut on these
rewards, it iL equally true that others fe-ap sUccesses they might n ttherwise.
have Had opportunities-to achieve.

Testing supporters do not believe that standardized tests play a majo role in
curriculum change. Although some teacher; may, tncleed; try to teach to some
tests, hey cannot teach to genéral ability tests such as the SAT. So many
factors weigh in decisions abput what to teach state, district and building
guidelines, textbooks, faculty pressures,' and training, tp name a few that
tests .constitute only a minimal influence. In addition, test publishers always
warn against overreliance upon the tests in ,the handbooks 'they send to users.

.There are three responses to the charge that standardized tests ignore America's
pluralism. *The first is to assert that, although there are indeed differences
among Americads there are also commonalities. Educational goals are remark-
ably similar from school, to school, so it is possible to construct tests that touch
everyone's experience without insisting that all people are identical. The second
respons4is to acknowledge the difficulty of the task and the need for pluralism
in test onstruction and review. The testing community believes it has been
,trying for many years to reduce chauvinism and cultUral biases in its tests by

- involving people from all walks of life in the development of tests. The third
response is to ask for empirical evidence of bias and present arguments that
tests are not, in fact, biased. This is .the approach- taken recently by Arthur
,Jensenain Bias in Mental Testing. Since the problem of measurement bias and
error fi. entral to the psychometric discipline upon which testing resta, the.,
testers argue 'that they could never ignore it, even they wanted to.

Supporters of testing answer charges that overreliance upon testing can' be
socially destructive by agreeing that it is probably so. They note the dangers of
overreliance upon anything, and spend -much of their time explaining the
limitations of tests to their Consumers. If individuals or the society- itself
misunderstand and misuse tests to unfairly group chilirren or weaken the social
talent pool or whitewash deeper sociarproblems, there is little the test
companies can do about it. They have tried to inforrii the public but the public,.
must be responsible if it does not ligten. The quespon of misuse will' be
examined later, after the arguments about the quality of standardized tests
have been considered.

°

B. DEBATE ABOUT THE QUALITY OF STANDARDIZED TESYS'

Beliefs aboutthe impact of standardized testing companies upon education are
ingeparable from beliefs about the nature of standardized tests themselves. if
there were a consensus about the nature and quality of the tests, the debate
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Nio Consensus * about widespread use of them wp ld be easier to resolve. But-there is.no s(ich
Apparent consensus and never has been, e 'outillde or inside the testing comm ity.

, MAch of the criticism of testompanies and the momentum for Jegisjaticn
stems from concern' about the characteristics of standardized tests and e'very
asitimptions upon which they rest. Even though testing legislation i maimed

pfmarily at admissions tests i.e., aptitude tests the debaters c nstantly ,'

introduce information about all tests. * .
v 0111,

.
.

Thegretical/Prac tical Several theoretical apc(hpractical criticisms of 'standardized tests e relevant /
. .

Criticisms therelmcause they have either been brought up in testimony or a1Ie implicit in/
A the legislation. The theoretical criticisms include oestions abou tbe model of .

- human behavior upon whicl-k, modern testing rests and testc 's status as a
/ science. The practical criticisms include technical questions ab ut the objectiv-1

ity of tests, the procedures employed in validating them and the forinal
characteristics of tests. The following brief discussion of these'issues will npt do

, justice to their complexity and sophigtication. It is intended only*to further
establish 'a relatiOnship between the immediate issue of testing legislation and
other deeper educational and social rifts;

'

sYc

Hispanic communities have long been victimized, we believe,
above and beyond any other identifiable population, by certgin
ktnds, of tests, including tht principal standardized assessrhent
instiumenta suciz as the SIT, GRE, 4SAT, MCAT and 'others,
because of the tvell-recognized lingUistic and cultural biases
agqinst Hispanic 'Americans that those tests have built into
them. The testing services have not done enough to counterior
control for these non-yalidatingtition-predictfve. distortions of
the test scores when applied to Hispanic AmeriCan populations,
and we believe that the proposed H.R. 494e ati well as at least
one additional feature in H.R. 3464 represent a first and long-
needed step in improving the situation of our community..

. Gary D. Keller,
Hispan icfrligher

Education Coalition

Philosophical r At the highest level of abstr*ction, the debate about testillg s another
Clash manifestation of the as yet unresoNed 17th century debate between 'rationalists

and empiricists about the nature of the huNan mind. Some might even argue
that the Platonists and Aristotelians are onr again'cloing battle. One does not
need to be a philosopher to know that the?e are many ways of looking at life
and some of them always seem to be in conflictlAn this case, the.very fact that*
testing arose out of one perspective atout human behavior guarantee that '
people with a diffeient perspective will not accept some or all of.its premis . It
is safe to say that some of the antitesting emotion in the air is antibehavior m
or antiemPiricism or antipositivism; it'is a philosophical antagonism unlikely o
be resolved by any amount of data.

Other Criticisms

1Q and
Standardized
Tests

Another contributor to the antitesting point of view is the historical and
theoretical association of standairdized tests with IQ tests, to which they bear a
family resemblance. Critics believe that IQ test research is weak, that the
developers of the tests, made simplistic assumptions abo4 human intelligence
and that IQ scores haye been widely misused. The images of IQ tests and the
aptitude tests that resemble them are not helped by the absence of a scientific
consensus about the nature of intelligence, ability or human learning. Critics a

44.
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j
tests pqint to this generak theoretical weakness, and overreliance upon a very

psychology as evidence that standardized thsts rest upon\ a shaky
foundation.

Since the -machine-scored ultiple-choicetests at issue in testing legislation are
often called "objective" sts, in contrast% to "subjective",kmeasures, it is
important to note'thatmany critics of standardizedtests do ridt consider them
objective in any commonly understood sense. In fact, critics resent the Tact
that tests are described with.such loaded words as "objective," "reliable" and
"valid," charging that the public unaerstands such words in one way, while
testers ,are using them intanother way. Any ability or achievement test is the
regult of numerous lylkan judgments- about le theory beliind a test, the
content parameters: what is important within those parameters, how many 4

thetiirections should y, what constitutes a go6c1 question, what constitutes '
questions-should be establish knowledge of a concept or process, what

right or wrong answer and dozens of other things. The qnly aspect Of a test that t
might be termed objective the scoring, which is clone by ,a machine instead bf
a human ,being. But machines are not really objective; they simplY count
blackened ovals, a very specialized -sort of task they will carrY out however.
absurd the test they are scoring. Critics of the tests argue that it is misleading to
imply that without these "objective" tests we are left 'With the opposite,
"subjectivity." In fact, the opposition should only 'be between "machine-
scored" and "human-scored," a very different matter. Nor should the word

s) "subjective" be used disparagingly, since 'grade point average, an accumulation 7

of subjective judgments: is superior to test scors as a predictor of §uccess in
college and since subjectiy.e judgments form the basis for our legal and political
systems, not to mention a host of other essential human activities. The framing
of the debate in simplistic "objective"/"subjective" terms is disingenuous and
unfair to both sides.

If proposed legislation is passed, it would certainly destroy the
important elemergs and direction the New Medical College Ad-
missions Test has taken; it would,undermine the confidence ihe
AdMissl.ons Committee members place in it as a tool for admis-
sion, and it would certainly make the admissions 'process .more-
subjective. Furthermore, this requirement 6ould potentially lead
to the development Of .local tests which would increase the
burden on candidates with limited resources and there would be
no assurance of the same standard quality.

D.K. Clawson, Dean;
College of Medicine,

University of Kentucky

Because the creation of aptitude and achievemtnt te-sts invglves.a gr!eat many
human judgment, it is not surprising to discover that virtually any test will
contain Rent with which someone cani(find fault. Critics of the tests delight in
ridiculing the inept, absurd or .wrong-heade91 items that sometimes turn up.
How scientificown the process be, they ask,N in spite or numerous review
committees and diligent quality control die tests still regulgly include these
:`ringers"? This, question' evokes a common tkchnical criticism of machine-.
scored, multiple-choice tests: namely, that they have too little "validity," even
according to the standards developed 'by the psgchometric community itself.
The *Standards, for Educational and Psychological Tests, published by the
American Psychological Associationgand often mentioned both in legislation
andy in testimony, require at least one ofithree types of validation for every
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commercially pUblished test, depending on its intended use: ( ) predictive
validation (is there evidence that predictions made on the basis of the test score
will hold up, according' to other measures of aptitude or achievement?); (2)
content validation (how thoroughly does the testlample the clasiof situations
or sufpject matter about.which conclusions are to be drawn?); or (3) construct
validation (what theories will account for performance, on the test and explain
the meaning of high or low performance?). If a test has been-designed to
piedict success in college, the test developer should conduct studies ,that
establish clearly the extent to which it does so and with what margin of error.
If a test is designed to permit generalizatipns about one's level of reading
comprehension, the test developer should produce some definition of compre-
hension, evidence that the items address the concept and evidence that stuaents
Nto do poorly on thelest cannot comprehendreading materials.

r =
Although all test publishers con uct validitY studies, critics of the tests charge
that the studies are either poor done or done`with such knarrow focus ihat
validity has not been assessed fer the majority of uSes tiS*hicl) a test will be

44. put in the real world. For insthnce, ap aptitude-test may well predict first year
su cess at a certain type of university bilt not.predict success beyond the first

r or'at another type of school or for another ciirriculum or for it different
opulatiok of candidates. Content 'valida,tion is very difficult to establish. A

subject arel is so cemplex aisd the constraints for a given test so limiting (e.g.,
it must be short, itmust be,machine,scorable, there must be right and wrong

. answers, etc.) that every test is severely reductive. No test can hope*to address
more than a fraction of the assessable content, - yet that'fraction. must
izieouately represent the entire area. Building a chain of inferences from, such a

. narrow field to conclusions about the test taker's grasp of an entire 'Aibject area
'or the test taker's general "aptitude" is not easy.

I

4 In short, validity studies are difficult to do and almost impossible to to
everyone's satisfaction. Critics of a test can question its "face" validity
(whether it appears to a reasonable person that the items measure what they

, purport to measure) without conducting any kind of study; they can question
the predictive validity of the test in different situations; the comprehensiveness
of the content and the relationship of items to the subject matfer; and the
entire theoretical framework upon which the test is based. The room for
reasbnable disagMement about each kind of validity allows for disputes of a
magnitude that one rarely finds in the hard sciences. We should not be
surpfised, then to find critics faulting the test companie§ fo ot living up to
their standards when those standards themselves are so 1i'ficu1k fo achieve.

9,

The legislation before thii committee (princiiially Sections 3
and 5 of HR 490 an-d to\a c.gattain degcee section -6 of HR
3 41 cqlls for fill informa'tion to bea matte? of public i;ecord
r ther' than: ich a rest producer chooses tp mahe avail-
abVe. Public* tability in the large-At sense is what the legis-
lati n deMan Given lite r()le that tests play 'in Americhn lifey
such ) demand, 'not urirt4asonable. ,

:

'

,

k.lniverskty of Nort bak'oota
Wito jerrone,

. \
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behind standt&dized te(sts, the 41.1.blectivity in their
, and the meanseised to establish validity, critics also
the test. Some point out that the nkediun3 of
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standardized testing is alsCra message about life. The various messages student;
receiVe from standardized, multiple-choice tests, according 'to critics, include:

,
1 .

1. We should alw4ys follow ditectiOns.
2. There are light and wtong answers to everything.
3. Guessing is bad.
4. Facts aieiniportant in and of themselves. I

Attitudes, creativity, imagination and feflings are not important.
6. Intellectual ability is the most important of human attributes.
7. Fast work is better than slow work.
8. Blackening ovals is More educational than writing.

1

Some critics , have argued that these formal characteriskcs discourage deep'
thinking or reasoning (dome would say theY pgrOlize deep thinking), undermine 1

the value of writing and evourage lk -passivity that renders real learning
irm:Sossible. Educators who believe that the form of an evaluation should be
compatible with the natuxe of the 'thing being evaluated (i.e., learning) find
greatesf fault with the tests on these grounds;
, .

A final iriiportant criticism of standirdized tests is cur voiced within the testing
community as. often as it is voiced 'outside: they are widely misused. Some
teachers mistakenly tedth to them, some teachersdraw unwarrantedoconclu-
sion4 abbi.4 students', intelligence on the basis of test scores, and soine schools
use them to screen thiTtorities out of college-bound classes. Some adrdinistrators
use them to evaj,uate teacliers, some administrators use them as the sole
indicator of the ktiool's quality, and some school boards and legislators draw
unwarranted ,condusioas about schools on the basis of test scores. Finally,
goverriment.ptograini fise them for impact evaluation and allocation of funds,
and media Overestimate their importance and overdramatize them. . e
The test co pahiés assert that itey diligently warn users about the limitations
of the test d the caution_with which interptetation' s of scores must be rpade. .

rt-But the iti s lissert :that in this respect they rese g le the gun lobby, which
steadfas y insis theye is nothing wtong with guns Er se it is gun users we
shduld worry out. l'he comparison of tests to guns is unfair, but the point is
important: th.ers a national disposition, critics argue, to accord numbers and
"things scientific arpunquestioned respect, if not a primitive sort of worship.
With gullibility so universal, the test publishers' efforts to discourage misuse
would be doomed, even if they tried as hard as they could. Critics contend, of
course, that they are nqt try* as hard as they could. No one 44ects. a
c9mpetitive business ib advertis its w'eaknesses; rather, we expect therri to be
proud of their produ ts and ;tress their virtues. Although it is true that a Part
of any test publisher s time is spent warning people about tests, a much lir
part ir devoted to cultivating the sort of scientific image necessary tp c
confidence in the tests and increase sales. And it ArNter-this reason' that
people advocate testing legislation. They believe, that the test cOmpanies are by
their very nature, incapable of dealing with misw, even though they may
sincerely desire to do so. ,

What can one say when someone suggests that your theoretical base is, weak,
your tests can seldom fully meet. etren your own standards for validityi your
instruments convey insidious messages about life, your product is too liable to
be misused, and there is little you can do about any of it?

i To begin With, you mike the pqint we began this discussion with: There are dif-
/ ferentfrarhes of reference involved and matters do not appear so grave if one sees

the'm from within the perspective of the empirical tradition of psychometric
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research and theory. Furthermore, many of the charges leveled against testing
can be fairly leveled against the educatidnal ahd social ssystems whose
needs, prejudices and failures the tests simply mirror. Thlibettey the tests serve
society's needs, the more vulnerable they 'ire to' attacks that thould rightly be
directed at that society.

I. The test messengers, like thermometers, are telling ds that we
have- a worsening illness. Rather than seeking a cure for' the
disease, those for whom the test-results are most threatening
would ask you to restrict, ,and preferably destroy the use of
thermometero. Like Persian kings, they would slay the mes-
sengers who bring them bad tidings,

, .

Frank W. Erwin, Atrrican SOciety
for Personnel dlniniitration.

There have always been problems with te theory and application of IQ ta)s,
but.,there have been problems with any number Of things inyoung sciences like
psychology and sociology, as well.) No One will escape ,theni.-The important
point is thal piofessionals in tta field are conscientiou's about testing their,
theories, co&ticting research and'improvirig both the theoretical and factual
base of their discipline. if one wants to argue that testing should cease untO we
have adequate theories abtut intelligence, ability or learning, one might'gs well
argue to cease educating entirely, for education, too, lacks Sufficient theory,

testing's career is no more checkered -than education's business' or
politicS'), supporters of the tests argue. There is probably not 'a single school
age or older American who could not .cite at least one instance of uraair
treatment by a teacher or a school system. Testing supporters argue that the
arbitrariness witb phich students are treateciand grades are assigned is a scandal
that has had worse impact upon individual lives than anything connected with
standardrzed tests: Feeling . that they have created a great many helpful
instruments that.have contributed to fairness and accuracy of evaluation, they
resent being on the defensive. Testing, an effort to bring greater precision and
objectivity to human judgments, needs no apology.

17t makers do not see their use of the words objective, reliable, valid or
bjective as deceptive. The precise meanings they give the words reliable and

valid are spelled out in hundreds of publications; théiruse of objective both fits
within a scientific definition _(if the results are replicable by someone else, they
are objective) and corinnori parlance. They Use sabjective much like all of ut
do, they believe, to simply 'class judgments made by indhduals.

3

Test Development . Test Makers have neier claimed that the test dervelopment process was
Utilizes Broad objective. Rather, they stiess the facf that the process of developing tests
Consensus involves bringing many individual judgments together to create a consensus,

thuS lessening the potential effects of,any individual misjudgment. They try to
marshall the best judgments available about a test's subject matter; they use
educators to design and review tests and items; they diligently field test their
materials and scrutinize them for a variety of problems. They always hope that
a test reflects the best professional opinion available, but they know that
dissent is always possible. 'If a test reflects one professional point of view and
other professionals with different points of view challenge,iits content or
construct validity, the fault lies not with the test but With the profession. If
professionals in the learnihg areas are divided, there will always be some who
can question a test's validity; that is just' something test makers must live with.

4
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Test*g supporters believe that much of the criticism aimed at standardized
tests is biise4 upon misunderstanding !. of the purposes for which most of the
tests are designed. yor instance:critics who _charg e. ithat machine-scored
achielement tests do not provide substantive diagnostic inforniation are missing
the essential point that most 'such tests (excluding explicitly diagnostic and
certain criterion-referenced tests) are not designed primarily to provide that
information. The tests are inappropdate subjects fbr _classroom study because
they are not designed for that either. Aptitude tests for admissions purposes are
designed to discriminate among individuals insuch a way that the pe41e who
perform best tare most likely to succeed in their first year of college. A good
item is one that will spread scores out, whether or riot, it is "relevant" to the
s tudents' curricttlum or exPerience. Tt..e tests' major/unction is not to instruct

or diagnose, not to. encourage, creativity, not to promote-individualism, n t to
s' assess high-level cognitive skills, imagination, attitddes, cbmpassion or sens of

humor teachers can do these things better than mac sine-scored tests. Th
standardized, norm-referenêed test's major function sim y to rank-order the
test takers. People who want to make sorting decisions about large groups of
students administrators, admissions officers,- unselors want this
information. The test publishers believe that their tests any out ihat limited,
but important, function very well.They hope that ther people take care of
jreativity, compassion and the other important human qualities that do not

. readily lend themselveS to standardization and a machinerscorable format.

This point is worth stressing because it underscores an lthportant difference in
perception betWeen the test makers aid their critics. Test makers believe they
are performing a particular educational service.tO a particular Clientele and that
tihey are clang this very we1 ,3.) TheX argue' that, for makini gross judgments
about large grotips of people, their tAsts wcirk, Students who(score 809 on, the
SAT will do well at Harvard and studentt who scoie, 304 wifl not The
difference between students who score 551) ane575 is more prgbleivatie, se,
test makers befieve people who make decisions should require more .iliforma-
tion, arid, individual test taket should have means of-redress in the event that

Critics
Misunderstand
Test Purposes

fti

r
k

Major Func tion
o f Tests

Tests Do What
They are
Designed To Do

their scores are misused. f

I

Test makers agree with their Critics that 4lidation particularly_ constru'et
validation i difficult, and interpretation f correlations kiericky buginess.
But to say this is oey to s47 tliaCideal are seldom -achievable. As long as Compe tition
testing has critics and remains a Fompetitive business, testing,agencies will be ,

Motivates

motivated to improve their methodology. The " ipst /way too discourage
T,Innovation

improvements, they feel,. would be to regulate testing in a way that removes
any competitive-advantage new techniqtle rikht bring. Son1e1tst supportgrs

5

see the proposed legislTati n as jusi such a dampening influ nce upon thTir .0
motivation to make better tests.

As'for criticisms of the implicit mes ages in standarditedttests, the test maktars
do not agree that thte messages tre 'there. They fee that students are much"
more like'y to,receive insidious mesiages from the schOols than-from the tests,
which onv reflect other people's values. If our educational system itself
teaches c ildren to follow diretjionk believe every .question nag a right or
wrong answer, 'believe guessing is had,, facts are impbrtant in themselves, fast
work is better than slpw and intellectual ability is the most.imtortant of
human skills, then critics should put the 3;lame where it belongst oil the
system,not the tests.

Finally, as mentioned earlier, the test makers feel that.ch'arges of misuse-are
largely unsupported, 'but" that they are as concerned about misuse of their tests
when it does occur as anyone else. Although they believe legislative hearings

11
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- No Instiio us
lIlimages in
Tests
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Legislation Will
Not Correct,
Abuses

4

Miy Issues
Raised are
Irrelevant

Observations
(1) Testimony

1 Seldorn
pifferentiates
Am Ag Te.sts

(2) Partisan oeus
. on Difffrrent

Educat onal
Aspect

(3) Different Needi
for Information

A
have helped educate 'the public about the limptions of te'sts, they most
sfiongly, disagree, with those who say tetting egislation is the only answer to

. I the problem. Sluggestiong for nonlegislative iprovements will be reviewed later
in this report.

44

Students dearly want fiedback on these xams which influence
the course of career and life. The Cbngfess,should ad to equal-

( ize currently available,advantages,in mezcial "cram" courses .

by Providingt,actual test reponses and corrections directly .sto
students. The public 'needs more data and better means of scrik.,
tinizing the test inaustry.

1

1.)4?
David Gastfriend,

,

National eoordinator;
Committee on Medical Evaluation,

.

American Medical Student Association

C. PATTERNS IN THE DEBATE

The brief review of arguments about testing that have been raised in legislative
hearings is iinfair to the sophistication Of many of them. But tkie review-should
serve to dramatize the fact that *the d.khate includes many issues that do .not
directly pertain to the legislation. Before the legislation is reviewed inN(ail, it
plight be useful to separate iminediate, relevant points from points that,
however important in their own sphere, do not bear directly on the question at
hand.

The first obseeation we pan make is that much of the testimonyr for and
against legislation lumps all tests together and either condemns or praises the
lot HoweT, all the legislation except the GilDbom Bill (H.R. 3954) and the
New Jersey bill addresses only tests given to substantial numbers of people
seeking admission to higher education institutions. These are only a few of the
hundreds of. tests administered in America, and the population inVolved,
though sizable, is only a fraction of 01 the students in our Øiools. Many
argurnente for legislatiorrare based upon the characteristics,,use and effects of
tests not at issue in any existing legislation. This is partly because it is,diffialt
to .draw clear lines between the ability tests in questio., which assess general
aptitOes 'developed over 9ahy years, and Achievement tAts, which focus more
upon recently tcquired6nowledge but obviously test aptitude as well. ,It is
partly because. some. \people think about tests only in terms of selection or
allocation and others,think lit terms of diagnosis or coiinseling. And it ig partly
bedause some people feel they must attack or defend all epsting. But it might be

1 more productive to Bait' debate to only".those tests and students at issue. When
one does thi, the arsenkal issues become easier to discern and alternative
courses of action become clearer.

L

1,

A related obserVation about the &lige is that each side tends to focus upon a
different aspect of the education Wrprise. Education is a complex hikarchy
that:begins With the individual student and his or-her teacher and moves,up to
the classroom, the building, the state; the region and the federal government.
There are different information needs at each lev. r difkrent actors
princip;a1s, curriculum designers, superintendents, sc 1 board, stat4 educa-
tion departnient personnel, federaj program administrators or even federal
coilt judges. Obviously, some people in some,garts of the erfterpri§e need kinds

, ,12



of information that other people do not neel t al . The individual teacher
knows the most About the. individual child he or she does not reed

dardized tests to identify the good and the bad students. But school
bo ds, taxpayers, stateeducation departmeni peopfe or University adniisstons
offic rs do not know what the teacher k5ows and need a quite 'different kind,
of inf tion. ,Aotitestilt people tend to focus more upon the individual
teacher and student and their infOrmation needs than upon people elsewheitig
the system who have different or more abstract n.eeds. Pro-testing peoplA tend
to see themselvep s servants of those peopke in the enterprite who need
somewhat abstrict, relatively crude bti itkieful information for 'administrative
decisions. Antitesting people. arkue that tests are bad for educatioh and
pro-testing people argue that they are useful to education'; neither gleans the
same thing by the word, "education." This failure to 'see American education as
a multidimensional, hierarchical, sociopolitical <enterprise dooms debates such
as this one to eternal irresolution.

Another difference in focus thatNciluses the arguments to miss each.other is a
natural° consequence of the fact thatvme people do well on tests and others
do not.' Many antiteSting people teneto be more interested in those who do
poorly, while many pro-testing people tend to focus more upon those who do

k well. One side talks about opportunities denied, the other about opportunities
.afforded By tests. For every example antitesters produce of somedne
overlooked because of low scores, pro-testers produce someone who would
have been overlooked if it were not for his or her high score.

This chapter began with the observation that schools serve many important
functions; education is only one of them,and certification is only one of manY
aspects of education. Many antitesting laf o le value other school functions
more than certification and find soc ty's exag erated concern for certification
repugnint. Pro-testing people may.AJso value other aspects of education, but
find certification a compelling social need. The question of whether testing
playtoo great or too little a role in education cannot be answered without
agreement about the importance of. certification to the society .at large. When
.one pughes the opponents in this debate to consider this larger question, one
finds that they are likely to hayke quite different notions about how society

ons about ,
can be best.

ought .to. operate: Opinions about testing seem to be tied tq op
insettuality'in Amtrican culture where it comes from and how
dealt with. Resolution again seems quite unlikely.

4
>

It is gederally acknowledged that the disclosure would ,necessi-
tate the devehvment of more test questions and more test
forma than are currently needed; it would be .impossible to
'reuse questions that have been shown to be useful and valid. It
would be.unwise to legislate a change of this magnitude without
adeqriate assurance.that the quality of information gaihed from
admissions Jests will not thereby, be compromised, without a
clear indication of the number and identity df the students who
might benefit from such changes, and without a cempreherfsive
estimate of the associated costs.

Richard Berendzen,
UniversitrovOst and President-Elect,

The American University

(4) Focus on Who ,

Does Well and
Who Does Not

(5) Debate Over
Functions of the
Schools

This bOef desigiption of the background isittes has emphasized the extent to
which the arguments rest upon larger sets of values and different angles of

13
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vision. It would be unfair, however, to leave the reader with the imykdasion that
the debate about the role and yower of teAing in America arid the general
quality of standardized, machine-scorabfe-tests ii irresolvable. Resolution is
certainly possible for each individual. It only becomes difficult at the policy
leltel because there are several coMpeting public perceptions and, interestslat
stake. Even at this level, hoviever, there are ways of sorting through Wm tO
narrow tte field ol inquiry to one more congenial lc decision making. Some of
those strategies and avenues for further study will be' discussed in chapter VL

a
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II. THE LEGISLATIoN " ,0

Proponents 9f the -testing legfslation asaunie that because so-many people take
admissions tests and because the tests critically i*fluence lifelong opportunities,
Ahis is a matter pf such' overriding public interest that legislative action is
appropriate. After all, they hove armed; we,41ave laws concerning, "truth" in
most other areas and there is ample precedent for regulating public utilities or
industriesthat like this one are virtual public utilities.

- Before examining the legislation, however, it. is important to note ,that
representatives of the testing companies .0o not accept these premises. Testing

thei feel, should only beconsidered when a critical prublem has
been estfiblished and all other remedial measurestlave failed. They do not see
*that any such problem has been established by advocates of legislation, either
prior to the New York law or in subsequent hearings on the federal bills.
.Pointing tdOme evidence that more than half of America's students apply to
two-year schools that do not require standardized entrance examinations and
that, of all students going into undergraduate higher 'education, 90 percent are
admitted to their first choice institutions, 'they doubt' whether there is a real
need for legislation, especiallytat the federal toevel. Many people in the testing
community agree with the spirit of the demands for more information for eest
takers, but feel that the, agencies can meet them without legal coercion; laws,
especially if hastily emtcted, would probably dO littl correct abuses and
could conceivably do m9re Irg-term harm than go

The appendixes contain copies of the New York and California laws, as well as
the Gibboni and Weiss bills.. Tables 1-3, at the end of this chapter, summarize
the major aspects of each, as well as bills that have iippearecl in other stfles.
Following are some general observations about the bills_and laws.

,

) State Level ;

Tonly California and New Y911 have enacted laws.In other states, some
,.' proposed laws have died mittee, sOme have been defeated arid some are

still pending. It is dif ult., to k p current on tirse bills, so interested readers
should contact state legislatures to get the most accurate information 'abott
their status.

,--
.

Mates usually propose , to entrust enforcement .to the/agency responsible for
., postsecondary education. Suggested sO far are the New York, Florida, New

rsey and Pennsylvania Departments of Education; the Colorado Commission
o Higher. Education; the Maryland Board for Higher Education; the Ohio

artntf 'Regents; the Coordinating Board, Texas College and University
Systemi and the California Postsecondary Education Commission. The fact that
'tiler agencies are somewhat diffeient in Aaracter and breadth of
resoi4,iities suggests epotentfal for state to state miscommunication-and
conftision if more laws are enacted., ,

-Most bills call for filing of 1l reporlis, studies or evaluittions done in connection
with the tests. There is disagreement about (a) wht owns these reports (the.test
cdmpanies believe they ate Se property of indhiidual institutions) and (b)
whether this requirement Infringes upon aeademic freedom to do research and

Legiriatiye
Proponents'
Assumptions

-Opponents'
Rfply

Major Legislative
Characteristics:

State-Level
Legislation

;op

State Enforcement
Agencies
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4
Federal
Legislation:

.

TheWeiss Bill

The Gibttons Bill

select candidates. See eft'epter IV for mOre about this. Unlike any of the others,
theNew...Jersey bill applies to virtually all standardized testing, including .

achievement tests and cornpetency tests Ach as theMinimuni, Basic Skills Test
and the New Jersey Collegiate.Basic Skills lest.

Federal Level H.R. 4949 (Weiss)
1

In the proposed legislation, tile U.s. Commissioner of Edttcation is charged not
only with housing the statistical and financial 'lath,. but with "reporting" to
Congress about such matterrs as the telation of test scores to background
characteristics and theouccess of test preparation coutses..Some critics of the
bill see potential here for the establitment of an unnecessary bureaucracy and
ge concerned about the nature of ihis reporting.

.
The Weiss bill requires test companies to tell test takers about al extent tb.
which a test preparation codrse 'will' improve their scores on particular tests.
.There is considerable-controversy about (a) whether "cram courses" could ever
be uniformly characterized in any lily usefur to serious researchers; (b)
whether any such courses really improvr scores; (c) whether, if any do, they do

Xo for all tests or just some tests; (d) whether it would be wort while to enter
into this area at all. The bill would also exclude all admissionsj.tests given to
fewer than 5,000 students per year.

3564 (Gibbons)

This proposed bill applies to alt standardized tests aptitude, achievement,
occupational or rvhatever written or oral. Thus, it goes.far beyond'any other
proposeil or enacted legislation, reaching irito all levels of educational and
employment testing, including civil service exainination. Offsettffig its 'ambi-
tious range is thefact that sit does not require anybne to file anything with a
federal agency and it does not call for full disclosure. Consequently, it gets
scant attention compared to tlie Weiss bill.

The bill requires test publishers tO divii4ge the "cutoff" scores required for:
higher education institutions. Test companies_ find this quite beyond tIzeir
responsibility,' since they do nOt even recommend cutoff scores and have no
control over people who use diem.

Section' 6C appears to rule out all norming, a 'curious provision given that some ,

of its other requirements cannot be met without norming.

16 28
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New York
(S 5200-A
X 7668-A
Cal. No.
1215)

TESTS TO WHICH LEGISLA-
TION SPECIFICALLY
APPLIES

Any standardized test
used for postsecon-
dary or professional
school admissions se-
lect on

2 9

Table 1

STATE TESTING LEGISLATICN, mum)

TESTS WHICH LEGISLATION
SPECIFICALLY EXCLUDES

Civil seivice exams or
tests used for any
other purpose;
Advanced Test of
Graduate Record
Examination; College
Hoard Achievement

ea

MUST DISCLOSE TO
STATE AGENCY

Ttst age y must file
with Comm ssioner:

Pertinent background
reports

. Pertinent reports,
including explana-
tion of score scale,

standard error and
available correla-
tions between scores
.and grades, course
work and parental
education

Test questions and
.answrs used for raw
score

. Rules for transfer-
ring raw scores to
final score

'sr

MUST DISCLOSE TO
TEST-TAKERS

Must send to test-taker
upon request:

Test questions and
answers and answer
sheet

-

. Raw score

Information test agency
must provide test-taker
At registration:

. Purposes of test

Intended uses

. Subject matter, know-.
ledge and skills
cbeing measured

Explanation of score
scale, standard error

Available corrdla-
tions.between test
scores end grade

How scores will be
rtported

.,Who owns the scores;
how they will be .00

treated

S.

NIXES, SPECIAL
PROVISICNS

Full disclosure law

Agency must also make
public any reports
prepared for indi-
vidual( institutions

Test items used for
field trials or ccm-
parability over thne
may be withheld

Scores cannot be
sent to institu-

tions without
specific consent
of test-tiker

UI

'r

STATUS

1-1-80,

.effective

date

t
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California
(S.B. 2005)

TESTS TO *UCH ,

TION SPECIFICALLY TESTS WHICH LEGISLATION MUST DISCLOSE TO

APPLIES SPECIFICALLY ExcLucep p.'4STATE AGENCY

Antstandardized test
used for postsecon-
dary admissions se-
lection given to more
than 3000 students/
year

4

Tests used for re-

search, pre-test,
guidahce counseling,
placement or 'meeting

graduation .require-
ments of secondary
schools

31.

Within 90.days of close
of each testingyear,
test sponsor mu:A
file with Post-.
secondary Education
Commission:

Test qUestions
equivalent to those
used on secure test,
plds answers

Data about predictive
%validity of grades
alone, score alone,
grades and score to-
gether

Information conform-
ing to APA guidelines

Within 185 days after,
close of testing year,
test sponsor must re-
port for each'test:

' # of times test
taken

# of individuals
tested once,
twice and more
than twice

# registered but did
not take

Ibtal amount of'Tees
received

, 32
Expenses incurred'

MUST DISCLOSE TO,
TEST-TAKERS

Similar' to

except for
d isclosure

itans

0

New York
full
Of

NOTES,-SPECIAL
PROVISIONS

Not full disclosure

STATUS

1979,

effective
date

A



BILL

Colorado

4

TESrS TO wincgitaGISLA-
TEM STECIFICALUe
APPLIES

Any standardized test
used for postsccon
dary admispions se-
lection given to more
than 3060 studehts/
year 1

,

Table 2
."

BTATE TESTING LEGISLATICW, PROPOSED 6UT NUI4ENACTED.

TESTS WHICH LEGISLATICN MUST DISCLOSE TO
SPECIFICALLY EXCLUDES STATE ACIFNCY

Tests used fof re-
search, pre4test,
guidance counseling,
placement or meeting
graduation requiremens
of secondary Schools \

4

1411

Provide Colo. Commission
on Higher Education:

Within 90 days of close
of each testing year,
test dponsor must file:

Test questions equi-
valent to those used
on secure test, plus
answers

Data about predictive
validity of grades
alone, score alone,
grades and score to-
gether'

A Information conform-
ing to APA guidelines

Within 180 days after
close of tssting year,
test sPonSox must re-
port,for each test:

. 4 of times test
taken

4 of individuals
tested
once, twice and
more than twice

IS registered but
did not take

Total amount of fees .

received

. Expenses incurred

MUST DISCLOSE gio NOTES, SPECIAL
TEST-TAKERS PROV1SICNS

Background and NOt full
explanatory material disclosure

A

46

*-

(

6 STATU9

Did not pass

3 4
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TESTS TO WHICH LEGISLA-
TION SPECIFICALLY TESTS WHICH LEGISLATION MUST DISCIASE TO
APPLIES SPECIFICALLY,EXCLUDES STATE AGENCY

Florida Any standardized test
. used for postsecon-
dary admissions,
financial aid for
placement,

Om

35

Civil service or
placement tests

-

job Provide Dept. of Educa-
tion background
information:

Within 90 days of close
of each testing year,
test sponsor must file:

. lest quest4ons equi-
valent to those used
on secure test,,plus
answers'

Data about predictive
validity of grades
alone, score alone,
grades and score to-
gether

Information conform-
ing to APA guidelines

Within 180 days after
close of testing year,
test sponsor must re-
port for each test:

# of times test
taken

# of individuals
tested t 1

once, twice and
more than twice

i registered but
did not takP

total amoupt of fees.
eeceived

MUST DISclbSE TO
-TEST-TAKERS

Must'send to test-taker
upon request:

. Test questions and
answers

. Answer sheet

Raw score

Information test agency'

must piovide test -tker
at registration:

Purposes of test

Intended uses :

Subject matter, know-
ledge and skills

'being measured*

. Explanation of score
scale, standard'
error

Coerelations between
test scores and

grades

scores will
irte repOrted

Who owns the scores;
how they Will be
treated

NOTES, SPECIAL -

PROVISICNS

Pull disclosure

-

STMUS

Did not pass

36
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BILL

4

'TESTS IrrWHICH LEGISLA-
TION,SPECIFICALLY TESTS WHICH LEGISLkrION"MUST DISCLOSEtTO'
APRLIES SPEbFICALLY EXCLUDES STATE AGENrY

Maryland Any Standardize) test
(H.B. 1425) .used for postsecon-

daryladmissions or
placemqpt

3'/

V.

Civil service-br
placement tests

job

Pertinent background
reports, including
any report made uaing
-test data

MUST DISCIASE TO . NOTES, SPtCLAL
TEST-TAXERS"

Pertinent statistical
daba, including ex
planation of score .

scale, standard error
and correlations be-
tweeh scores and
grades, course wi.rk

e. and parental
education

restAuestions and
answers uSed for raw
score

. Rures for,trans-
ferring raw scores
to final score

Tests ana answers filed
with Dirt. of Education
within 30 days

Provide Maryland
Board for Higher
Ed. with:
. Pertinent 6ackground
repocts, including
any report made
using test Aata

Pertinent statisti-
cal data, including-

'explanation of score
scale, standard error
and correlations be-
tween scores and
grades,,course work
and parental educa-
tion.

Usual explanatory
material, plus:

Whether cutoff
scores *11 be
usel'

. Whether scores will
be weighted greater
or less than grades

PROVISIONS

El

Not full disclosure

vitt

,

STMUS

Did not,pass

4.
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4 TESTS TO'wHICH

BILL .

Ohio
(H.B. 636)

IEGISLA-
TICS SPECIFICALLY TESTS WHICH IEGISIATIcti MUST DISCIME TO
APPLIES,

Any standardized test
for postsecondary
admissions selection

4

SPECIFICALLY EXCLUDES . STATE AGENCY
.

.

# ,

CiviljerviCkbr tests
designed for placement
or credit

Test questions and
answers used for
raw score

Rules for hransfer-
, ring raw scoies to ,

final scores

Provide' Ohio Boitrd of

Regentspith.pertihent
background for tedts,

including-correlations
between score's and

grades, Ability to
graduste,-socioeconagie
status, backgrQund
characteristics, oc-
cupational performance.

4

lowless, ,

NOTES, SPECIAL
PROVISIONS

,Upon request, within Pull disclosure

180 days, provide test
slibject's answer form

appropriate informs- \

tion 'for understanding\

score.
-

Must send to test-taker
upon request:

Test questions and

answersProvidertest questions
and answers.

A

41.

Answer sheet

,Raw score

Infnrmation test agency.,

Must provide test-talcer
at registration: :

Purposeeof test
I

Intended users

SUbj2ct matter, know-
1 ed411 and skills

being measured

Explanation orscore
scale, stpndard error

Correlations between
test scores add grade

How scores will be
reported

Who owns the scores;
how they will be

treated

v

STATUS

Did not pass
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'41 400. TESTS TO WHICH BlIGISIA-
ac! f T/ON SPECIFICALLY

BILL ' ' APPLIES ,

.``

Texas'

(H.R. 59)

Any ;fiaminatiOn ueed
fof determining ad-
*mission to under-
graduate, graduate or
professional school

b

4
" .7

liennsylVania

'.(S.B. 914)

202ik

\?

1

Any examinatiltn

for deer4ning
admigsion to
undergraduate,

graduate or
professional
school

'

si:44"t.cP.

0 a.

a.

"t

-used

v

TESTS WHIcH LEGISLATIgN
SPECIFICALLY EXCLUDES

-
Civil service

and other non-
."' admissions teets.

exams

Advanced.test'of
Oraduate Records
Examination and
achievement tests
excluded from
disclosure

3, .

ao,

t.

if,

`2,

MUST SU/0SE TO
STATE AEY

Provide doordinating
Board, Ttxas College
& University System
withqertinent bar41.c-

ground data on tedte

a

File With`Deperiment
.41

of Education: 1

Pertinent back -

background reports,
including any report
rake using test
data

All test
questions used
to calcUldte raw
score and answer

All rules for
transferring raw
raw scores to
final score

./

MUST DISCBOSE TO.

TEST-TAKERS

;

*Oroyide at registration
brief description of
exam, prqfile of scores
on pcevious exams, list
of services

Provide evetyone with .

test questions and
answers whether

'they request them
or not

/ Upon writtenrequest,
provide all information
about a test -tg$er that

Contained ia besting
service's recordsq.

Provide on request:

. Copy or all questions
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A.

t3ILL.

TESTS TO WHICH LEGISLA-
TICN SPECIFICALLY TESTSWHICH LBGISLATICN MUST DISCLOSE TO
APPLIES RECIOICALLY EXCLUDES STATE AGENCY

New Jersey
(S.B..'3461)

4

43

4

I
4,

0

Any'test developed by
test agency for the
parpose of selection,
placement, classifi-
cation, graduation or
any other bonaeide
reason concerning
pupils in elementary
and secondary, post-
secondary or profes-
sional schools

4

a Tests developed and
administered by an
individual school,
school district or
institution or

----Ifnployee thereof

for its own
purposes

,

MUST DISCLOSE TO
TEST-TAKERS

. Correlitions beagen
test scores and grade

How scores will be
reported

Who owns the scores;
how they will be .

treated

Submit to CommisSioner At registration:

any studies, evalua-
tionsor statistical
reports, pertaining
to tests, including:

6

. Correlations

between test
scores and
grades, ability
fp graduate, SES,
occupational
performance

Within 30 days after
results of any standar-,./
dized test are released,
file with Commissioner:

Test questions used
for raw score

. Answers

Rules for transfer -
iring raw scores

Purposes cf. test

SUbject matter
measured

Score scale

Standaid errors

. Correlations
betwyen
test score
and grades

)How scores
will, be re-

ported and
used

After test filed
with Commissioner
within 60 days
of requ4St
without fe
charge:

Test quvitions used
for raw Score

kswer sheet

Raw Score
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H.R. 3564
(gibbons)
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-. Table 3

7ERAL TESTING LEGISLATION, PROPOSED BUT NCM ENACMD

TESTS TO WHICH LEGISLA-
TION SPECIFICALLY TESTS WHICH LEGISLATION MUST DISCLOSE TO
APPLItS .SPECIVICALLY EXCLUDES FEDERAL AGENCY

All tests used for
postsecondary
admissions selection

All tests used for ad-
mission into any oc-
cupation.

All aptitude or
achievement tests,

whether written or
oral

H.R. 4949 All standardized tests
(Weiss) used for determining

admission and place-
)ment in postsecondary

lkeducation

All tests used for
preliminary prepare-
lion for any above
test

4 5

None

Occupational tests

Tests designed solely
for nonadmission
placement or credit-
by-exaiination

None

Provide U.S. Com-
missioner of Educe-
tion:

Any study, evalua-
tion or statistical
repoct which a test
agency prepares or
cauees to be prepared

All test weAtions
and answers*

All rules for trans-
[erring raw scores
into final scores*

Provide CoMassioner,
within 12q days of the
close of testing year:

I of times test
taken

t,

le

MUST DISCLOSE TO
TEST-TAKERS

Provide usual back-
und data des-

cr ing test charac-
teri tics and uses

Prov de score, rank-
ing, score required
for admission to in-

on
stitutiNf higher
educati

Provide teOrtaker upon
request:

Test questions and
answers

Answer sheet

Raw score

In addition:

Average score by
income group

Extent'to which
preparation courses
improve test subjects'
scores

Average score by
i;ncome,groups

C-4

NOTES, SPECIAL
PROVISIONS STATUS

Not full disclosure Did not pass-

No achievement test
shall be graded on
the basis of the
relative distribu-
tion of scores of
other test subjects
(Sec. 6c)

Full disclosure

Ccomissioner of

Education shall report
to Congress relation-
ship between test
scores and income,
race, sex, ethnic
and handicapped status.
Also report on skrcess
of test preparation
courses

-

Betn9
redrafted

1 1;
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TESTS TO MICH LEGISLA-
TION SPECIFICALLY TESTS WHICH LEGISLATION MUST DISCLOSE TO
APt)LIES SPECIFICALLY EXCLUDES FEDERAL AGENCY

4

4:.,

AP

4 of subjects takin0
it once, twice, more
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whom total fee
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TOtal fees received,
each test ,

Total revenue, each
program

Expenses to test
agency
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about admissions
data assembly or
score reporting ser-
vices:

I people registering
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ceived

Wenses to test
Agency
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Extent'tshwhich
test preParation
courses improve
test subject*
scores
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agency. Must
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knowledge and
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Explanation of
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standard error

Correlations
between test
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How scores will
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scores; how
they will be
treated

Upon request, provide
test questions used
to determine raw
scores, an8wer sheet,

'score*

a

ests administered
to fewer than 5000
sdbjects/year
exempted
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PROVISICNS
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III. THE FULL DISCLOSURE ISSUE

Of all the provisions in the current and pending legislation, none has received
more publicity than full disclosure. That provision requires test companies to
return to ttrst takers, upon request ar4 within a certain number of days of
release of scores, the test questions used irr,calculating their score, their answer
sheet, their 'raw score and the formula by whiCh their raw score was
transformed to a normed score. This is the ."truth" that truth in testing
advocates want told. This is the heart of die strongest argUment for legislation:
that as a matter of simple fairness,,students deservetO see how they did on ttie
test and how their performance was 'turned into a score. The public, as well,
deserves to know the contents of these instruments of public policy. Advocates
of the fairness position do not argue that students will necessarily learn much.
about "aptitude" by studying their tests, though they might learn about test
takicills and strategiesi nor 'do they believe that students will uncover gross
anfairness or incompetency in scoring, though they might uncover a few'

istaloes that would have gone unnoticed. They egue primarily that a common
sense, man-in-the-street nolign of justice suggests that in a free society people
should know exactly hovoWey have been evaluated and judged. Npthing less
should be tolerated.

An argument framed in terms cif truth, fairness, justice (and we might as well
add "the American way") is hard to meet head on. Who would urge falsehood,
inequity and injustice? Consequently, no one has protested the value of the .

goals expressed by the advocates of the legislation. EveryOne who testifies
begins by endorsing thern. However, the opponents of legislation then shift the
argumefit away from the goals to probleMsol+red in reaching them. Here, at
the center of the debate, the opponents engage one another least of all: one
side argues from values, the other counters with tecl4ical and financial data
that cannot but sound petty toy comparison. And both sides invoke the
principle of fairness.

In The Debate Over Open Versus Secure Testing: A Critical Review (Strenio,v
1979), Andrew,Strenio Jr. has adniirably detailed the disclosure issue. Readers
are referred to that report for a more thorough analysis than we can enter into
here. What follows is a synopsis of points made against full disclosure during
legislative hearings, points 'raised by Strenio, and changes in the argument since
Strenio's paper appeared. The points fall into four classes: (1) disagreement
about the need for,and utility of disclosure, (2) warnings about potential
unintended consequences. of disclosures, (3) technical considerations and their
impact upon students, and (4)questions about the legality of the provision. The4
first three will be considered in turn in this chapter. The legal questions are
reviewed in Chapter IV.

A. The Need For and Utility of Full Disclosure

Opponents of full diSclosure 'believe, first oi all, that the test, publishers are
already providing students and users with. ample information about the test, its
properties and appropriate ages.. It is a mistake, they believe, to think that real
test questions are significantly different from the sample questions provided to
students in their pretest materials. The sample test, for the SAT is a real test
given in the past; thus, the sample items tind the items students will see on their
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Students Don't
Learn From
Tests

Pro's Reponse
Why Not?

, The Answer

Suggesiions for
Partial
Disclosure

A

Need td Get .1No.lit
Use Out of Test
Versus Need for
Timeliness

Po Tent ial
Dangers of
Disclosure

Teaching to the
Test

Pro's Response

Boon to Test
Coaching Schools
Yes or No?

tests share the same properties, and anything that can be learned )ibout test
writers.' mnds can be learned from tile sample items..

Test makers, have long argued that the aptitude test's .used for admissions
selection measure cognitive skills developed over a long period of time. They
cannot be "studied for", in the way one might prepare for an achievement test. ,

Consequently, th6r do not think studrnts can learn much about.their aptitude
by studying the test questions they missed.

In response to this point, some advocates of disclosure ask how good.can a test
be if one cannot learn anything from it? The riposte is techhical and utilitarian:
a test can be good if it predicts what it is supposed to, regardless of whether
one can learn much from it. And anyway, test makers argue, even if there were
some marginal value in stddying an aptitude test, it is heavily offset by die
breach in security (dismissed below under technical considerations). 'AI,

In an effort to find some middle ground, various parties have suggested plans
fOr partial disclosure. For instance, the test com'panies could announce that one
or two forms of a test will be disclosed each .y,ear, but the rest will remain
secure. Or, every,test could have a specified lifetime, after which it would, be
made public. Or, tests given 'on certain pre-announced administration dates
would be disclosed, Nit others would not; students interested in disclosure
could eleat, to take the tests op those dates and students who are not interested
in disclosure cald take the test anotheitime. Another suggestion is that a test
Could consist of two equivalent halves, one of which was disclosed immediately
and the other of which was disclosed after a year. These plans might
conceivably be workable for some testi but not others, 0.ven the variety in
affected 'tests, test schedules and reporting times.

Many testing people would be happy to disclose tests if they could get a certain
amount of use out, of them first, to make them efficient. What hurts, they
argue, is not so much disclosure per se,. but disclosure after only one
administration- of a test that has been years in the making. Supporters of
legislation can be sympathetic to this point of view, but they feel timeliness is
critical to disclosure if students are to have the opportunity to chitllenge their
scores or take the test again. So the issue of partial disclosure hinges, in part, on
the feasibility of* colnpromising the students' inferest in getting quick
turnaround with the test companies' interest in getting maximum mileage oift
of a giveo test. No one haz yet found way to make that compromise but it is
probably not impossible for some tests.

B. Potential Unintended Consequences of DisclosUre

Critks of disclosure have warned that the existence of a large number of test
:items would present some danger of teachers teaching to the tests (especially
achievement tests). rather than teaching what they are ,supposed to. If such
practice became, widespread, the. curriculum 'might suffer. Proponents of
disclolure counter this point by arguing that the legislation is intended to
prevent such abuses 'by making available more information about the

`t limitations of the testg..

A related worry is that widespread availability of test items will be a boon to
expensive test coaching schools. Already a resource beyond the reach of poor
students, thesschools Will confer an even greater advantage to the affluent.
Supporters of disclosure claim the' opposite potential effect: that item'
availability will benefit the poor students by giving them materials once oniy
available ih coaching schools.
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to the extont that disclosure will require test companies to prepare more new
tests than they now do, and to the extent that the' increased costs of this
devlopinent will be passed on to studentS, costs of the 'tests will almost
certaidly rise, test publishers'argue. Increihsed costs will dischmiriate against the
porn' students: Advocates of disclosure dispute boAll the amount. of new
material that wduld be required and the costs that mu4 be -passed on, but thex,
ate handicapped bY a lack of hard data on .these matters. Estimates of thg
amount of 'new material already in each test edition range fiom 10 percent to
80 percent; estimates os additional cost have ranged from $.32 per student on
the SAT test to $25 per student on the MCAT test. Much depends upon the
number of students available to share the cost burden. Obviously, tests given to

. smaller numbers of students mostly professional school te4 will not
generate the economies of scale that th,e SATcan generate, prompting some
critics of testing to complain that disclosure will only, ironically, make the rich
testing companies richer! As of this writing, the cost of the SAT has been rakd
from $8.25 to $10. In addition, students who request their answer 'shee*ts,14st
queaions and correct answers will be charged $4.65.

Viewed from an ethical perspective, the abtual iost is not asufficient pbjection.
In part because they have come to this realization, opponents of disclosure
have deemphasized the cost argument in recent months. Whereas in the 1Tew

York debate it was eprimary objection, it is now coniidered a troublesomelput
solvable secondary problem.

Increased Costs?

Pro's Costs
Needn't Rise .yuch

C. Technical Consequences and Their Long-Range Impact Technical
. Consequences
'and Impact

Opppnents of disclosure have argued that it would breach the security of the
testr, thereby diminishing their quality and utility. Security is necessary, they Testers Argue

argue, in order to ensure that some students do not have unfair advantage over Lower Validity
and Use If

others; to equate tests over time; to maximize the lifespan of time-tested, Security is
unbiaseq items; to meet students' and institutions'. demands for flexible Breached

administration schedules; and tokeep development, costs as low as possible.

The points" are connected, opponents of disclosure argue. For instance, if some
students knok what is on the test, the test is no longer a valid indicator of
ability. The only way to make sure that does not happen is to give a new, test
ever?), time. If one does that, the new tests are likely to suffer from hasty
development or else use items from old tests. In either case, they will be lower
in quality . and less valid. 'If they - are lower in quality or less valid or
administered to larger groups, difficulties will arise making one test compgable
to another, further eroding validity. Some tests are equated_by using all or most
of the Reins in the test. Although the lars allow for equating procedures that
employ only a 'View items, they do. not allow for this `spirallineapproach to
comparability (employed by the MY Aptitude Test, for instance). The result
of poorly equated tests, test makers argue,-,would be decreasing confidence in
the tests by. admissions officers. At its mogt extleme,Athis loss of confidence
could hurt students who would be overlooked for admissions were it not for
their high scores on tests.

Pro's A rgue
Proponents of disclosure argue that, there are two ways of insuring the benefits Security Not

of security. One is' tj:rdo what the testers have,so far done, but the otheii is to - Vital to Validity

do just the opposite: create a, pool of ,items so huge that no one could hope to Alternatijks to
study for more than a fraction of them. Although it might Cilba years to Securi ty

accomplish, every test woulOventuatly consist o items drawn from the pool
in's way that assured equivalence from test to test. If, in addition, each, test
consisted of some items that cannot be tnemohzed essay questions, for
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Schedule Resulti

instance, or various kinds of braisphing items the Validity need not suffer.
Instead, face validity could well improve.--Some prbponents of open testing
think that traditiOnal security is a dinosaur anyway. Pointing to current trends-)
ii indiVidualized instruction, diagnostic testing,_ tailored testing, criterion and
objectives-laerenced testing, creativity and problem solving tests and develop-
ments in latent-trait theory, they see a future in which the traditional
paper-and-pencil tests are,used less and less. Futurists among them even suggest
that cheap, widely.'available information handling technology will sOon drive
out the old modes of testing altogether.

Opponents of disclosure are not so sanguine about these largely untested
suggestions, because. they know too well the complex problems encountered ixt
validating any system; secure or open, Nor have they been given years to creatf
a new foundation for test validation. Nevertheless, most testers no longer take
the hard line on the technical security issues that they took during the New
York hearings. Individuals in the testing community are letting it be known
that they now find the validity problem "challenginstead 6f "impossible."

One exception to this, howe ver, is the Association. of American Medical
Colleges (AAMC), which has obtabled a- temporary injunction against the New
York law until the _case can be argued that, among other things (see Chapter
IV), the disclosure provision would cause them Nreparable injury." They 1
argue that disclosure of the eMedical College Admissions Test (MCAT) forms,
questions and related studies will destroy their value, because (1) the AAMC
will no longer be able to assure expninees that they will have uniform access to
the test questions; (2) disclosure of stimulus materials (passages, graphs, tables,
etc.) will destroy other, as yet unused, questions. that could be asked abopt the
stimulus; (3) continued disclosure will exhaust the number of acceptable
quesns that can be generated for the science subtests (which are strictly
limited in subject matter, by design); (4) disclosure will ir4ei3arably harm
corriparability stuaies that equate eaah test to previous 'tests; (5) disclosure will
reveal the placement of nonscored, experimental questions, leading some
examinees to ignore them; (6) release of MCAT results is more or less
continuous; (7) disclosure of MCAT-t61ated studies will reveal' potential and
actual test questions; and (8) disclosure of studies i)eculiar to individual
inslitutions will force AA/a; to breach its promises of confidentiality to those
institutions.

Maximizing the lifetime, of good items remains a nagging concern. Everyone
who has developed a test knows how difficult and time consuming it is to
create items, that do what they are supposed to do and are relatively unbiased
at the same\ time. Some representatives of minority groups testified against
disclosure on these grounds alone. They. were afraid that It proliferation of test
items would increase the probability thaticulturally biasal items would appear
moie often, offsetting steady progress toward minimizing, th m over the last 10
years. Prodtsclosure people agree. that this could be a prdbnle , but they do not
think it is beYond solution.

The security issu4 does affect .the number of times tests will be administered.
There is current1 considerable flexibility j.n administration dates, make-up
dates, and prdycsion ,for Sabbath observers and handicapped students. This
flexibility is due largely to the fact thai tests are secure. Test companies argue
that at least for the inirnediate future the loss of security will require fewer
administrations of the ,teists. That this cutback will indeed adversely affect
individuals or the quality of the administrations remains to be seen.

Most recently, testing spokesmen have suggested that, although they might be
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able to deal with the immediate problems of disclosure, they are uncertain
about the consequence§ of many, many disclosures accumulating over a long
period of time.' Presumably, 'this coneern is related to their concern that
admissions officers willlose confidence in the tests as predictors of 'success in
higher education. Any such loss of confidence is likely not only to further
reduce the test's predictive validity but also to work against already

.,disadvantaged students. Far too often, they fear, .a student from an unknown
school or with a mediocre academic background will be turned down because
the admissions officer did not trust his or her test score. 4

4,1
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IV. LJEGAL IMPLICATIONS OF OPEN-TESTING LEGISCATION*

As various "open-testing" bills are introduced and debated at the Tederal and
state levels, legislators are increasingly cautioned about the potential illegality
of these bills. -

At the federal level, Congress is told that federal Open-testipg legislation would
violate various proviiiOns of constitutional and statutory law. The Tenth
Amendment of the U.S. Constitution is cited because it reseries undelegated
powers to the. Aates, and education traditionally, has been primarily a state
responsibility.. The First Amendment is cited because it arguably protects both .

the right of , colleges to determine who shall be 'taught .and the right of
researChers not to disclose the results of their research regarding tests,...The due

.process clauses_ of the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments' are cited because
they prohibit depriving any person of property (tests) without due process of
law: The Federal Copyright Act is cited because it arguably protects
proprietary rights in the tests. The protection arguably ganted these tests by
the Freedom of Information Act (exemptions) is also cited.

Similar, arguments are advanced in state legislatures. In New York, which has
missed the strongest open-testing legislation as of this writing, the arguments

. are also being advanced ki the courts. The Association of American Medical
'Colleges (AAMC) has challenged the New York legislation in federal court,
'relying primarily upon the due process and copyright arguments.' Another
legal challenge has been filed by the College Entrance Examination Board
(CEB) against administrative interpretations of the New York law that affect
tests that have been taken outside but used inside New York State.2

It is not possible in this chapter to discuss even in summary form all of the legal
issues raised by these various claims.3 Each legal claim needs to be considered
in relqtion to the exact open-testing laW involved and analogous case law, and
these in turn need to be applied to the specific factual situation raised by the
claim. For example, the Particular open-testing law (the scope of regulaCion,
the degree of control, etc.), the particular test (low volume, high volume, etc.),
the particular use of the test (college admission, professional certification, high
school diploma, etc.), the status of the claimant (private profit-making
company, Private nonprofit cOmpany, educational ipstitution, etc.), and the
harm asserted by the claimant (economic, educational, etc.) could all influence
the outcome of a given case.

It *ill probably take years for the courts to resolve all of these ioues, especially
given the inevitable questions involved in interpreting and applying the exact
language of any new law to specific factual situations. But it is possible and
may be helpful to discuss in broad outline some of the more basic
constitutional and statutory claims, and theie will be considered under the
following headings: .(l) Legal Background; (2) Tenth Amendment, (3) First
Amendment, (4) Due'Process, (5) Copyright Act, (6) Extraterritorial Issues, (7)
Freedom of Information, (8) Other Implications and (9) Conclusion.

"This chapter was prepared by Merle Steven McClung, director of the Education Commis-
sion of the Stites' Latv and Education Center. The footnotes appear at the end of the chapter.
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..- .
1. Legal Background

. . 1 ..-
Legal Background ,. In considering open-testing or any proposed legislation, 6ongress and state

'legislators must of 'course legislate within the parameters of pe U.S...

Constitution, as interpreted by the U.S. Stippme Court. In addition, legislation ilk

4' .
passed by state legitlatures must be consistent with federal statutorfSw and ..,

tiieir own state constitutions: Thersiforelekislators, with the assiitance of their .
..

R ' legal counsel, shoukt make some assessment of the validity, of the above legal- .f-
:, -

_,, arguments before passing open-testing legislation. Tho following discussion can ...

4- I help iri Making this assessmept but additional analysis will be necessary for-
' reasons mentioned above. 4

The constitutional issubs and sdrne statutory claims will beevajuted by courts
..,. .. in part by., balancing thee state (feder#1) interest in .çegulatjp tests with the .

,
.

claimant's interests. The state's primary argument will proba y be based opon' the public interest in' providing information about the instruments used in
..--

, ---.-i.C7.....
making 4,1Z1portant wecational and occupational sorting decisions about its
citizens.4 Proponentg of open-testing legislation would probably_ also point to
analogotiti precedent for regulation requiring disclosure of inforniation such as
the Securities and Exclange Act and various acts regulating the food and drug

. ..
industries. .

$0

4.6

4, .

DtOpponents of open-testing legislation, on the other hand, will prokably argue 4
that test security is essential to testvalidity, and that disclosure will hurt more
Students than it helps. 'Testing companies will also allege infringement of
proprietary rights in their tests,. These and Nother arguments for and against
open-testing legislation.are set forth elsethere in this.report.

t
Since ,oPen-testing legislation) is a new phenopienon, there is no case law
,directly balancin gg the equities and settin_jhe. legal pirameters of, such
legislatiOn. Related issues haVe been 'cdhsidered in a case Where the U.S.
Supreme Court balanced the equities arising under the National Labor
Relations Act. In Detroit Edison Company v. NationalLabor kelations Board,5
the tupreme Court overturned an NLRB order *wiring Detroit Edison
Company to dikclose teSt questiqns and answer sheets that were used in an,
aptitude teseinarogram under which some union ernployees'hed been rejected
for certain job openings.

The Supreme CoLtrt's.kdecn in Detroit Edison, has been cited. by some
opponents of open-testing legislationas a legal bar to such legislation. is is
certainly a misreading of the case since any co t would find many portant,
distinctions between the Detroit Edison ease, and open-testin egislat,Pon.

emong these distinctions are the facts that Detroit Edison involved specific
G FP' prorisions o( the National Labor Relations Act, aptitude tests used for

employment purposes, and discl sure -that infringed upon the privacy interests
of the test takers. Any 'Mr all o these facts could be used to distinguish the
Detroit Edison`case from the kin of open-testing legislation considered in this
report. In sum, the Detroit Ejison case does not present a legal bar to
open-testint

The Court's decision in Detroit Edison nevertheless may be of some interest to
legislators since the Coup was involved in balancing Ihe conflicting legitimate
interests of the unibn, individual employees, the employer and the test
'companies. Writing for the- majority, Justice Stewart noted: 'rest secrecy is
concededly critical, to the validity of any such program and, confidentiality,of
scoresi9Aniably important tothe examinees.6

s .

,
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... The equities and ultimate b*hce reached by the Comrt might have shifted in
, a \

N thiS case if the examinees hill requested rather than refused iaisclosure of the
'test' quegions and corrected answer sheets. The bourYs conclusion that test
secukity was critical to the validity of this employee testi/ program provides.
some support for those arguing that test security is ease 'al to the validity, of
other kinds of testing imograms, but this support ili limV,ed because "[t] hrough-
out Allis priceeding, thetreasontbleness of the Company's concern for test

Cecilecy has been etsentially Concedg.,"7 As noted elsewhere in this report,
pioponerits of openttesting do not cffircede that test security is essential to test
'validity'. The question' of whethEi or not test security isaessential to test iralidity
is one of the key factual issues that legislators, and perhaps ultimately the
courts, will have to red' lire in considering open-testing legislation.

4

2. The Tenth Amendme t

\tote:411eie Tenth Amendmenno the U.S. Constitution provides: "rhe powerg not
legated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the

states, are reserved to thestates respectively, orto the people." Since education
is not specifically mentioned the Constitution, education has traditionally
been seeri as primarily a state responsibility.

The Tenth Amendmer*Awever, h never been interpreted to give the states
exclusive control over education. -Co ess has passed many laws affecting
educati n, with laws designept to protec the civil rights of students being a
prim concern. Title VI orthe Civil Rights Act of 1,964 (racial discrimina-
ion), Title ..1). oir tile 'Education Amendments of 1914 (sex d&,scrimination),

Section 504 of the Rehalagitation Aa of 1973 (handicapped Apriminakion),
and the Family Educational Rights and.,Priva Act of 61974 (student records)
are-obirious examples. Since teiting invOlve the 'sorting of students and other
citizens for vgious educational and occu ational opportunities, with special
iniplications fbr Minorities and otherzote ted-groups the federal 'overnment
could claim a similar legal interest in opeh-testing legislatiOn.

In sum, open-testing legislation would not appear stifficiently different from
other federal legislation affecting education to raise serious questions under the
Tenth Amendment. Since the argument hased on the Tenth Amendment raise?
questions about the authority of the federal government over educati9n41
matters, it obviously rises no legal questions for state open-testing legislation.

3. The First Atpendment

Another Constitutional claim, is that open-testing legislation infringes on First
Amendment liberties in two ways: first, the legislation infringes upgda college
or university's right to determine who is taught) and second, such legislation
infringes upon a private individual's right to determine whether or not his or
her research_on a test will be made public.

As to the first claim, it is not obvious that there is a connectipn between
open-testing legislation and-who is taught. Ddes the requirement to disclose test
information in effect mean that the state determines - who is taught?
Open-testing proponents will probably argue that there is little factual basis for
equating disclosure with selection, and the burden of establishing thiS'factual
basis would tall dpon the opponents. Few would disagree, however, that legal
disclosure might raise policy questions about selection criteria.

e
'

Other existing laws more directly affect the right to determine who is taught.
For example, there are some nondiscrimination limitatijons on the admissions
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prOcess that private and public universities agree to accept as a condition to
receiving federal funds. Consider 'also the Supreme Court's ,decision in
University of Calebrnkt Regents v. Bakke,8 which outlineg the legal.parameters
for affirmative action prOgrams in the Postsecondaty admissions process.

Two important factors in determining whether ppen-testing legislation uncon-
stitutionally fore,* a researcher to disclose research data about a test would be
(1) whether the researcher was employed by or had 6ontracted with the test
company, and (2) whether the test company used the research as the basis for
validating and/or publicizing the test. If the researcher was employed by a test
company to do the research on the test, and the test company used the
research as the basis for validating and/or publicizing the test, then
argument in favor of a First Amendment rightof the researcher not to disclose
the research data would appear weak. On the other hand, if the test was not
based in some way on the research and the 'researcher had no financial
relationship with the test comPany, the argument in favor of a First
Amendment right of the researcher not to disdlose would appear strong.

In sum, the First Amendment issues would not appear to present a major
obstacle to open-testing legislation, but such legislation could infringe upon the
.First Amendment rights of some individual researchers unless carefully drafted
to avoid this potential problem.

,4. Due Process

The due process clause of the Fourteenth Ainendment provides that no state
shall Adeprive any, person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of
law." 'The e process clause of the Fifth* Amen ment is joined by another
prohibition:-)"nor shall private property be taken ftr public us , without just
compensation."

..The claim is that open-testing legislation deprives testing companies of private
property (the test and test data) without due process of law atd without just
'compensation. The claim of private prdperty interests in the tests is buttressed
by their copyrighted status under the Federal Copyright Act.

.Proponents 'of open-testing legislation will probably argue that test companies
are not deprived of pri,vate property by such legislation because it requires only
disclosure of information, and does not involve depriving tilt companies of
legal ownership of) the tests. In response, the test companies williqobably argue
that disclosure in effect deprives them of private property for two reasons:
competitor companies unfairly reap the benefits of their private research, and
disclosure of test questions and answers destroys their value for future use. The
strength bf this response will depend in.large part upon the extent to which
copyright law and other fact:ors protect test companieV research against
competitive emulativ (compare with disclosure requirements for new food
and drug products), and the extent to witch test companies are able to pags on
the increased cbst of developing new test items to test takers (as discussed
elsewhere in this report).

The argument claiming deprivation of private property is stronger wherethe
test company is not a nonprofit organization. This argument will also be
sttongOr Where proprietary rights in the test have been established under
copyright law (see copyright section below). Proponents of open-testing
legislation, on the other hand, will probably raise questions about how
"private" testS developed with the tax benefits of nonprofit status can be.
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Assuming that. telit companies will prevail with thir argument that disclosure is
equivalent to 4eprivation of the test, and thar the test is private property
within the meaninìg of constitutional provisions, a second and perhaps stronger
argument likely to be advanced by the proponents of open-testing legislation is
that ttlpetislation does not force test companies to disclose test information.
The legislative requiremeneis' a conditional one, forcing disclosure only if the
test companies want to use the test within the state. This argument would raise
the question of whether test companies' access to itudents andother citizens
within a state is a privilege that can be granted by the state or a private right
*at states cannot control.

Reviewing the judicial history of the "just compensation" clause of the Fifth
Amendment in Penn Central Transp. Co. v. New York,9 the U.S. Supreme
Court noted that it had been unable to develop any "set formula" for
determining when "justice and fairness" require that economic injuries caused
by public action be compeniated -by the government, and that resolution will
depend largely upon the particular circumstances of each case:

In engaging in these essentially ad hoc, factual inquiries, the Court's
decisions have identified several factors thatthave particitar signifi-
cance. The economic impact of the regulation, okthe claimant and,
particularly, the extent to which the regulation has interfered with
distinct investment-backed expectations are, of course, relevant
considerations. See Goldblatt v. Hempstead, [369 U.S. 590, 594
(1962)1. So, too*, is the 'character of the governmental action. A
"taking" may more readily be found when the interference With
proberty can be Characterized as .a..physical invasion by government,
See, e.g., 'United States v. Causby,..328 U.S. 256 (1946), then when
interference arises from some public program adjusting the benefits
and burdens of economic life,to promote the commOn good.

"Government hardly could go on if to somAxtent values incident to
property could not be diminished without payinF for every such
change in the general law," Pennsylvanifi Coal Co. v. Mahon, 260
U.S. 393, (1922), and this Court has accordingly recognized, in a
wide vari of contexts, that government' may execute laws or
programs th adversely affect recognized economic values.' °

These factors indicate a difficult standard for test companies to meet if they
are to prevail on a "just compensation" claim.

Although a remedy pursuant to a successful claim of deprivation of private
property "without just cOmpensation" could be substantial, test companies
probably Would not be satisfied by the likely remedy for a successful due
process claim since it would only 'provide a 'right to procedural due process
before deprivation rather than a substantive prohibition against that depriva-
tion. A successful due process claim would raise the question of what kind of
psocedural hearing is required and whether it had been provided.

The due process clause has a substantive as well as procedural impact in some
situations. The legal standard applied in modern substantive due process cases is
usually not carefully set mit, but state action is usually illegal if it (1) is
arbitrary or capricious, (2) does nOt achieve any legitimate state interests, (3)
frustrates.any legitimate intereSt the state might have or (4) is fundamentally
unfair. Whatever the exact wording of the legal standard, test companies and
other opponents of open-testing would find it difficult to estatylish a
substantive doe process v\i ation since the general standard is that state action

,
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cannot be unreasonable, with unreasdnableness being construed narrowly (e.g.,
rational persons would not disagree). 11

5. Copyright Act

.., A new federal Copyright Act,' 2 passed in 1976 and ef ective as of January 1,
1978, provides for a single system of statutory protectiohfor all copyrightable
works. The new uniforin system encompasses . prior copyrighted material,
generally protects works for life-plus-60 or 76/100 year terms, and provides for
five classes,of copyrightable material including a broad category (Class TX) for
nondramatic aterary works. The law.also recognizes the principle of "fair use"
as a limitation on the exclusive rights of copyright owners and indicates factors
to be considered in determining whether particular jses fall within this
category. I

Test companies claim that the copyright law estatinghes prdprietary 'rights in
their tests that are infringed by open-testing legislation\requiring disclosure of
test items (questions and answers) and related test data. For example, the
AAMC in Association of American Medical Colleges,v. Carey1 3. claims that the
Medical College Admissions Test (MCAT) forms and studies "are eopyrightable
under the federal Copyright Act of 1976, 17 U.S.C. Sec. 102(a).44 4 The
AAMC points to specific provisions in,thi Copyright law that recognize
inclusion of secure tests by providing a definition of "secure test" (37#C.F.R.
Sec. 202.2004 (4)) and deposit requirementslor secure tests (37 C.F.R. Sec.
202:20(c)(2)(vi)). The AAMC alleges that they have complied with all
requirements of the Copyright Act and therefore have ". . . secured the
exclusive ,rights and privileges in and to the copyright of all test forms
and studies, including the exclusive rights 'to do and to authorize,' inter alia,
.the reproduction, distribution, and public display of these documents pursuant
tq47 U.S.C. Sec. 106(1), (3), and (5)."'

,

Therefore the AAMC claims that Sections 341 and 342 of the New York Act
will compel them to 'reproduce, distribute and display their test forms and
studies ih conflict with "the exclusive rights gr nted to plaintiff under the
federal Copyright Act . . . . Accordingly, Section 341 an'd 342W are preempted
under the 51premacy Clause of the United St4tes Constitution, Article VI,
Section 2."1 6 In a separate count the AAM claims that the New York law
also violates 17 U.S.C. Sec. 201(e) which ovides that unless transferred by
thç individual author, "no action by an ernmental body or othVr official or
or nization pdrporting to seize, exp opriate, transfer, or exercise rights of
ownership with respect to the copyright, or ahy of the xclusive rights, under a
copyright, shall be given effect under ttiis title."' 7

The New York defendants have not filed an answer'to the AAMC complaint as
of this writing,' B but defendants in this kind of case are likely to raise
questiOns about whether the specific test is covered by the Copyright Act, and
,argue that the, disclosure required by their open-testing law falls within the fair
use provisions of the Copyright Act. Section 107 of the Copyright Act provides
that the fair use of a copyrighted work is not an infringement of copyright:

In determining whether the use made of a work in any particular
cage is a fair use, the factors to be considered shall include:

(1) the purpose an4 character of the use, including whether Rich
use is of a .commercial nature or is for nonprofit`oducati&al
p'poses; \ /

(2) the nature of the copyrighted work;
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(3) the amount and Substantiality of the portion used in relation to
the copirighted work as a whole; and,

(1) the effect of the use upon the potential market for or value of
the copyrighted work.' 9 '

In a historical hote to this sectibn of the law, the U.S. House of Representatives
Committee on the Judiciary (House Report No. 94-1476) seates that the above
four .standards provide "some gauge for balancing the Rquities."2° The
Committee also notes: 4'Although the courts have considered and ruled upon
the fair use doctrine over and over again, no real definition of the concept has
ever emerged. Inaeed, since the doctrine is, an equitable rule of reason, n6
generally applicable definition is possible, ands'aach case raising the question
millbe decided on its own facts."2 In stressing the need for a case-by-case
balancing of the equities, defendants will probably also raise the broader
question ,of whether the Act was intended to preempt a state's authority to

' regulate tests that affect its educational institutions and students.

A more basic issue underlies ail of the specific statutory claims that will be
raised by plaintiffs and defendants in this kind of litigation. Testing companies

r (plaintiffs) are likely to argue that disclosure is compelled by open-testing
legislation, and states (defendants) are likely to argue that discure is required
only if plaintiffs want to use the tests within their states. ThWthe courts will
be faced with an initial question of whether disclosure is a requiremeht of the
particular open-testing law in question or whether disclosure is simply a
condition of access to a market. And if conditional, do property rights
estab1shed under the Copyright Act create any legal bar to the state's authoritsy
to creM such a condition?

in sum, the copyright claim raises, many unanswered questions, and further
research in this area is in order. Many of these questions may be answered in
the near future by the federal court's rulings in the AAMC challenge to' tie
New Yor,k open-testing law.

6. Extraterritorial Issues

On Octobe 1979, thee New York Commissioner of Educa on provided an
initial rep, the meaning and application of the New Y rk open-testing
law. The report stated that "the Law applies to any test . . . hether the test is

, administered in New' York State or the results of .the test are provided to
institutions located within.. the State. "2 2

I.

This "extraterritorial" interpretation of the New York law has been challenged
by CEEB in College Entrance Examination Board v. Abrauts.2 3 CEEB alleges
that interpreting the law, to includethe results of a test administered outside
New York State but provided to institutions located within the state is an
attempt on the part of New York to exercise extraterritorial jurisdiction
prohibited by, inter alia, the commerce clause, the due process clause, and they
full faith and credit clause of the Unitea States Constitution. 2 4

CEEB claims that among th extraterritorial effects of the-law are:

(1) CEB would bel required to disclose virtually all B.A.T. test
questions used in test administrations, including quest'ons used
solely in tests administered outside of New York.

(2) -CrE-E13 would be required to prov students regis ring, to
take the S.A.T. all of the iriforma required by Se 343(i)
of the Law because it would have no way of kn wing in
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tdyance whether ,e, test score from an out-of-state test adminis-
tra ion would, ai some later ;time, be sent to a New York
inst ution..

(3) *CEEB could no longer send score rePorts of . Connecticut,
Indiana and Pennsylvania seniors to their state's scholarship 1

program without the §tudent's specific authorization.
(4) Because thee Law requires .public filing of all studies and reports

pertaining to standardized tests, the College Board would have
to file'reports it prepares for institutions located outside New
York. Sinoe reports often contain confidential information
relating to these institutions, many out-of-state institutions,
would probably choose 'to discontinue their use of this College
Board service.2 5

No answer to the CEEB 'complaint has_ been filed by defendants as of this
writing. A number of responses are possible. One response might be that the
Neir York law isgot intended:to have the extraterritorial reach cited by CEEB,
no official state interpretation to this effect has been or will be made, and
there;rore the CEEB claim presents no case or Controversy for the court to
decal An alternative concede an extraterritoiial effect of the
law7ut 'dent of t at effect and/or contend that the extraterritor-
ial effect does no substkritially impede interstate commerce. and thus is within
New York's police power to regulate tests that affect its local educational
institutions and students.

The general rule in determining undue burden on interstate commerce is stated
by the U.S. Supreme Court in Southern Pacific Co. u. Arizona:2 6

When the regulation of matters of local concern is local in character
and effect, and its impact on the national commerce does not
seriously interfere with its operation.'... . such regulation has been
generally held to be within state authority. . . . . But . . . the states
have not been deemed to have auti)ority to impede substantially the
free flow of comm'erce from state to state . . . . (emphasis added).2 7

Factual evidence of the extent of the extraterritorial impact of the New York
law and legal definition of the terms ,"seriously",and "substantially" would be
central in applyinii this generoule.

Like the AAMC cbmplaint, the College Board's complaint raises legal issues too
diverse and complex to be discussed in detail in this report. Perhaps more
Important to legislators is the fact that, unlike the, AAMC complaint, the CEEB
complaint does not :qUestiorr the authority of a state to enact open-testing
legislation, only the extraterritorial interpretation and'effedt of that legislation.
Therefore the CEEB case and subsequent decision will be of greatest inteiest to
state legislators who are considering open-testing legislatibn that may have a
substantial extraterritorial effect. . -

7. Freedom of Information Statutes
. . ,

Most freedom of information statutes apply only to public agencies and include
numerous exemptions that have the .effect of excluding test items from
disclosure requirements.2 8 The key data regarding validity studies of tests, and
test questions with answer 'sheets, are usually not given to public schools or
other public 'agencies by the testing companies. As a result, the testing
information that can be acquired through rhost freeflom of information laws is
very limited. Open-testing proponents of course argue that the testing
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companies themselves, dspecially those. h, nonprofit tax status, are' quasi-
public agenciee, and should be treated lik ublic agencies for purposes of

. disclosure'.
.

Open-testing opponent's cite freedom of ihformation statutes as evidence4of's
legislative intent to omit testing companies film full disclosure, Proponents
argue that such an inference is questionable and that even if valid dpet-not
legally preclude the kind of change in legislative intent that they advocate. In

any case, freedom of information statutes do, hot provide a strong legal basis %

for either the proponents or the opponents of disclosure of this kind of test
information.

Postscript. Freedom of information statutes of course provide access to some
testing inforination, depending upon the state and the exact statutory langulige
involved. For example,' a New Jersey Superior Court held that parents have a
right under the New Jersey Right-to-Know Law to inspect computerized
systemwide, grade-by-grade results of a standardized testing program adminis-
tered in poblic sChools.2 9 But this holding did not extend to a right to access
to test questions and answers. Similarly, students do not have access to test
items and related test data pursuant to the "Family Educational Rights and
Privacy Act" (FERPA) (the "Buckley amendment") since education agencies
usually are not provided Ninth this data by the. test companies. If educational
agencies did have this data, disclosure under FERPA would be limited_ on an
individual basis to personally identifiaille data related to the test.

Students have legal access to test' items and related data in some likmited
situations, primarily w ere they and a court need the information to determine
possible violation of civil rights. For example, the federal district court in
Debra P. v. Turlington ordered test items and felated test data to.be made
available to the plaintiffs in order to determine the validity of their claims that
the Florida competency testing program violated variousright's guaranteed
them under the Constitution and federal law. The protective order was limited
to the plaintiffs, their attorneys and experts, who Were in turn pi-ohibited from
disclosure of the data beyond that defined group. Similarly, a handicapped
student would have a strong-legal claim, under the Education for Handicapped
Children Act of 1975 and under the Fourteenth Amendment, to accdss to this
kind of test data in order to determine the validity of an eduêational
classification based upon the results of a standardized t'se This would also be a
limited disclosure based upon individual rights .and would probably require a
court order. We are not aware of any case where a student in a postsecondary

oseducation institution has established a legal right to access to test items and
related data.

8. Other Implications

Open-testing legislation, at the federal- or state evel, is likely to lead t two
further "legal" developments worth noting: on egislative and one litigati
Proponents of open-testing legislation would bably see both as positive
developments, and opponents would probably take the opposite view. .
If open-testing legislation in its present form survives its legislative, legal and
practical effects tests, one likely developmelh, is ex'pansion of the legislation to
include (citlir forms of testing. Current legislation is limited to postsecondars?
and professional admiAsions, tests, With some "low volume" tests' being
exempted..The equal protection arguments raised against suckexerptions3'
inadvertently form the poliCy basis for their subLquent inclusion, although the
legislative classification based upon low/high volume tests would appear to
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meet the legal standard of rational relationthip to a legitimate state purpose. As,
noted elsewhere in this report, the Gibbon s. bill would, also encompass many
employment tests.

4
Other forms of testing,probably have as strong or even stronger policy bases for

.,,indusion. For examplez various forms of.secure certification tests are used as
thp predominant and/ even exclusive arbiters of coMpetence. Consider, for
example, bar examinations and medical boards. Consider also competency tests
used as a prerequisite for a high khool diploma. The rationale used by some
testing companies in opposing disclosure of aptitude tests would specifically
exclude many Achievement tests like competency tests which are designed in
part for instructional and remedial purposes.32 The potential educational,
economic and. psychological injury of, state certification of competence or
incompetence based upon a single, secure, standardized test, was recently
underscored by a federal court in Debra P. v. Turlington.33 Intelligence
Qtgdient (IQ) tests also are used or misused in ways that have profound effects
upon the life-chanCes of individual ,test takers. To say this is not to imply a
legal basis for inclusion of other kinds of tests; only to suggest a strong policy
basis for expanded legislation if there is a sound( policy basis for current
open-testing legislation.

A second development likely to follow open-testing legislation is litigation by
test takers who, challenge the intrinsic validity Of a particular test and/or the
alleged misuse of a particular test. Current litigation, based in large part updh
court-ordered disclosure of secure standardized tests, is inditated by Debea P. v.
Turlington, supra (competency tests) and Larry P. v. Riles34 (IQ tests).
Open-testing legislation making it easier for scholars, test takers and lawyers to
examine a particular t,st will also make it easier for them to challenge decisions
based upon those tests. Individual test items will probably receive greater
scrutiny. Answers deemed correct by the *ithorities, for example, could be
challenged by test takers who argue that one or more of the distractors is as
good or an even better choice.- Some suits of this kind would be dismissed,by
the courts as frivolous, but others would be heard if the test takers could show
sufficient questionable items within a test that collectively made_an important
drerence in theirscores and in their educational or occupational prospects.

As with expanded legislatia, proponents of open-testing would probably, see
this expanded 1it4gation as a healthy development leading to more -public
information and scrutiny about and less misuse of standardized tests. Similarly,
opponents of open.-tpsting would probably view this kind of litigation as
further complicating important evaluation and certification functions.

9. Conclusion

.
*

.A tentative conclusion based upon the' above discussion is that open-testing
legislation is not prohibited by existing constitutional or statutory law. One
exception to this genalil conclusion might rest upon the copyright claim, as.
exemplified by the AAMC case." While not challenging the authority of a
state to enact open-testing legislation, \the CEEB case should clarify the
extraterritorial extent of that authority. Legal counsel to state legislatures will
want to review the arguments as refined in forthcoming legal briefs in these
cases, and with reference to the specific legal and factual situations in their

. , states. Some states may want to delay consideration of open-testing legislation
until the legal parameters of their authority are clarified by decisions in these

l.cases. % (
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30. 474 F: Supp. 244 (M.D. Fla. 1979).

31. for example, the AAMC Complaint, supra note
at 15 (par. 62-66) raises a Fourteenth Amendnfrnt
equal protection challenge based on the exclusion of
College Board Achievement Tests and GRE Ad.
vanced Tests from the New York open-testing law.

32. See, for example, John Fremer & Alice Irby, "Wby
Some Tests Should be Secure?" (Preliminary Paper,

1.
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April 1979, . Educational. Testing Service):' "Al-
though this paper argues the value of test security
for certain testg pro ams that are associated with
selection decisions abo dividuals, there are many
testing contexts in wJIi4h security is not a critical
issue . . 1$ is clear t at when examinations are,
cksely linked to an ongoing inatructi nal process

. individual test forms are publish or these
examinations test security affer admini tion and,
in some cases, even during the administration is not
a primary concern." Id. at 2.

33. 474 F. Supp. 244 (M.b. Fla. 1979).

34. F. Supp. (N.D. Cal., decision 10/16/79).....,

36. As this report is being typeset, the Court has
granted' the AAMC's motion for a preliminary
injunction. See supra note 13.
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V. -INITIAL IMPACT OF FULL DISCLOSURE LEGI§LATION

(It is too soon to .gauge the full impact of the New york law upon students,
higher education inStitUtions and test companies. However, ye can make some
general observations and list the specific actions that have taken place up to
this moment. Evajything in, this chapter niust be considered tentative and
subject to change.

A. General

The enactment of,a controversial raw is always followed by an unstable period,
during which ambiguities in the law are ironed out in the legislature or the
courts, enforcement agencies struggle to prepare interpretive guidelines and
everyone waits to see if their prophecies will come true. No 'on$ should be
surprised if some members of the testing community exercise their right to
lobby against further legislation, file suits or ask for clarification. This is a
normal course of affairs. Nor should there be surprise if testing companies
request more time to adjust to the law: Admissions testing has been operating
in a Certain way for half a century, so change is unlikely to take place
overnight.

B. Specific

Period of
Adjustment

Situations Change

As of January 1980, the following tests given in New York and subject to the Impact in New York
law have been withdrawn. by their sponsors:

Allied Health Entrance Ex'amination
Allied Health Professions Admission Test
Aptitude for Practical Nursing Examination
Aptitude Test for Allied Health PrOgrams
Doppelt Mathematical Reasoning Test
Entrance Examination for SchiTOls of Health-Related Technologies
Entrance Examination for Schools of Nursing
Entrance Examination for Schools of Practical/Vocational Nursing
Health Occupations Aptitude Examination
New Medical College Admissio4 Test
Miller Analogies Test 4
Minnesota Engineering Analogies Test 1

Nursing School Aptitude Examination
'Optometry College Admiisions Test
Pharmacy .College Admissions Tests A.

Pre-Admission Assessment for Practical*Nursing
Pre-Nursing and Guidance Examination
Pruebas de Aptitud Academia (Spanish S.A.T.)
Veterinary Aptitude Test

Two of these tests, sponsored by the National League 4or Nurses the
Pre-Admission Assessment for Practical Nursing and the Pre-Nursing and
Guidance Examination may return to New' YOrk in the spring.. Of the
remaining tests, twelve are sponsored by the Psychological Corporation, three
by the Psychological Services Bureau, one by the Amesican Association of
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Medical Colleges and ohe by the College Board. MbAt of these tests are given to
small numbers of students. If the legislation is amended to exempt tests taken
by small numbers of students, some or all of these tests might retUrn to New

- York. As things stand, the sponsors of these tests feel tha,t, they do not have a
sufficient volume of kst 'takers among whom to spread the costs of developing
more fornr of the tests.'

Tests Still The tests that will continue to be offered in New York are: The American
Offered College Testing Assessment Progam, the Dental Admission Test; the Graduate

,
Record Examination, the Graduate Management Admissions Test, the Law
School Mmissions Test, the Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude Test/National
Merit Qualgying Test, the Scholastic Aptitude Tests and the Test of English as

Impact on Test a Foreign Language. However, these tests will not be given as often as they have
Administration been. The College Board plans to cancel four of the eight planned 1980

administrations, three of which are Sunday administrations provided for
individuals who cannot take exams on 'Saturdays for reli0ous reasons. In
addition, flexible services for the handicapped will be reduced and large print,
braille and. cassette versions of the tests will be reconsidered. The Graduate
Record Examination will change its number of administrations from six to
four, and the Law School AdmissiOns Council has dropped ',the numbpr of
administrations of the LSAT from four to three. At the mom t, it appears
that the cancellations of .administrations hit hardest at those sttJents who
cannot take tests on, Saturday* for religious reasons. However, it is po ible that

Increased Costs

Potential
Changes in the
Offing

an amendment to the law will exempt Sabbath tests, thus reinstating them.

\ A glance at the list of tes;withdrawn reveals that health professions are
heavily affected. Scholarships based upon admissions test scores in Medicine
might be unavailable to New York students until a new procedure for awarding
them is found. State Department of Education official& fear that adult
applicants with dated backgrounds and minority candidates from unknown
school systems are most likely to .suffer if the health professions rio" longer use
the tests to select candidates.

The College Board has announced an increase of $1.75 in the cost of the SAT.
In addition, of course, students who request test companies to return the tests

/ will have to pay .a surcharge for the service ($4.65 for the SAT, $4 for the
LSAT, $5.95 for the GMAT and $5.50 for the GRE). The additional cost will
most likely hurt poorer students the most.

New Yotk state medical schools have waived the requirement for the MCA'D
*scores, saying they were never decisive anyway as determiners of admissions

s However, New York students who wish to take the MCAT will have to leave
the state in order to do so, unless the law is amended to exempt it.

As noted eahier in the report, the AssOciation of American Medical Colleges
has challenged the legality of the law and the College Board has fileki a claim
asking for an injunction against the extraterritorial provisions, of the law. The
outcomes of these actions will clarify the situation somewhat. In addition, a
number of amenthnnt s to the law are being considered that might change its
immediate impact.

No one knows how colleges and universities will respond to the provision that
test companies must file copies of all validity studies conducted for
institutions. The most likely outcome is that they will no longer ask for such
studies or will ask that the law be amended to allow anonymity for institutions.
Should)they curtail validity studies and evalwaions of their admissions
prgcedures, testing representatives fear that the consequent lessening of test
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wore -use will redound upon already disadvantageci applicants. At the moment
there is some possibility that this provision of the law will be amended, as well.

'Clearlr, the New York situation is in so mudh flux.that it is not possible yet to
judge the impact of the legislation. Amendments are being proposed that could
change the impact, considerably and the, court decisions, could alter the
situation substantially. Legislators considering testing bills would do well to
study the New York example carefully, paiing special attention to upcoming ,

amendMents and reactions to them.
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VI. STRATEbIEStilFOR EVALUATING THE DEBATE'
AND SUBJECTS FOR FURTAR STUDY

Havi4ng arrayed argtiments for and against testing legislation, and haVing
sketched/potentia1'.1egal issues surrounding it, it is time to boil tatters down.

to essentials. What'are the"primary issues? What dtitii are jable tO help
someone weigh the. merits of various argumen ? critical data are
missing, how might one gather the needed information?

It has already been pointed out that when they are discubsing many of theitissues, the oppone o not really engage one another. They proceed fromr
different assumpti and they disagree about facts; interpretations of the

A facts, warrants for drawing c.oVusions from the facts and conclusions.

The testimony also .abounds with assertions for which little evidence isv %
1%. produced and iSsues that do not bear upon the laws and bills under..

consideration. This lack of hard data and these excesses of emotion about other
matterS are striking feat\ixes of the debate. They are telltale signs that the v.
ostensi6le issue is, in part, a surrogate for tithdr deeper, undeclared.' issues.
Among. those are soine fundamental quettions about 'equal opportunfty, to

meritocracy, and elitism that'have troubled Ois country for generations. How
v do Americans get ahead and what role do the schools play in helping them?

VC is mtking the decisions about whom, on what authority and with what
'rconsequences? Today, test manufacturers are on the carpet because their ,

products'obviously play a role iirthe selection/sorting proCess. It would not be
it surprising if another institutiqn as call0 to the Catpet nelt, and, after. that,,-

!. . `kmore and ,inore institutiong*, luntil- aifswers to thole fundamental questions
beCome more acceptable.

I 1 )

As Unporant it is to explore :many of these greater issues, it would be

What Are the
Primary Issues?

The Needed Data?

Lack of Iv -
Evidence/Data .

The Deeper Lssues

dfarture the intentiOn.of this, report to pursue them. So, in the interests;
o simplificati n,.but acknowledging that the subject of testing legislation is
tied to' some profound sdcial policy matters, we should eliminate the more Global Issues
global, soci argum'entk aboLit Testing and the Test "Induktry" frcon our list of 'Aside, Examine
primary Is e proposed and enacted legi Primary Issuestion focuses on a relatively .

narrow y na and a relatiielynarrow range of a6L4ps within that arena. The

deiree toN, iehit ccurately characterizes, directly addresses an
merits of aro spd fic pece of legislation should be e u in terms of theeate

-
i

ost likely
tb benefici ly,4ffe' thtestingproe& er in higher dt;lucation the arena ,

. addressed by 1 of th e1nttn) or in entary and secondary education
(the arena addresse e New Jersey ); Where, such legislation ;nay lead

. or how it inight fit into conspiracy o "kill the messenger" or "destroy
.- testing" or drive the "little s" out f competition gr cover up structural

inequities inherent in capitalism, re is ues beside the immediate point. *
, i." t - I .

f '. The remalping issues can be divided into those in IvhIci) empirical evidence The Otlwr lss. 1 .

plays a primary. role and those iestini -upon prindple. Tb the xtent that
regUlatory legislation addrepes a .concrete Proklenn that kan he remedied

, .legislatively, its proponents must beigable to produce twidenee of the problem
and evidence that the law will correa it. To ,the extent. that the Jegislation is

. called for on a mattei` of principle say, the principle of "fairness" or the
principle' that "sunshine" statutetshould be extended to cover this area then
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Evaluating the
Argutnents

Admissions Tests
Affect
Life-Chances

*ow Seriously?

What Do Students
Think?

-

Do Some
Admissions Tests
Haa More Impact
Than Others?
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the proponents need to persuade us that the importance of the principle
overrides objections to its implemeritation and the social benefits outweigh bile

costs.

A. Evaluating Assertions About the Importance of Tests,
Misuse and the Effects of Legislation

Leaving the'New 'Jersey and Gibbons bills aside, for the moment, the arguments
that rest more upon evidence than principle can be collapsed into three general
propositions: (1 1 admissions tests seriously affect the life-chances of American
students; (2) admissions tests are being misused/misunderstood/misadvertised
in ways that place some students af a disadvantage; and (3) testing legislation
requiring full disclosure Nyill soften the influence of the tests upon life-chances
and will help correct problems stemming from misuse. The first proposition
must be substantially true in order for the second to be important enough to
require the third. Principles aside, if all three are supportable propositions,
testing legislation might make sense. If any of them is unsupportable,. testing
Iegislation may not be necessary.

Propgitibn 1. Admissions tests seriously affect the life-chances of American students.

The key term here is the relative word "seriously." Supporters of legislation
ha argued that the tests play an important role in individuals' professional

s, but they have not specified how important. Are admissions tests as
*twit as supporters of legislation assert? There are several ways to find out.

Figt, do students believe that, admissions tests heavily influence their
life-Chances? We know of po systetnatically gathered data about this. Anecdotal
evidence, and the fact that student groups lobbied for legislation in.California
and New York, would indicate that many students do perceive the tests as
having important influences on their cafeers. But the apparent evidence that
the vast majority of students go to their first-choice undergraduate institutions,
and the apparent relaxation of admissions standards due to' lower enrollments,
suggest that the influence is not particularly great, at least at the undergraduate
level. It appears that as the. §takes get higher and the competition becomes
more fierce that is, at the Professional sch&l level the tests become more
important.

This leads to a second clarifying question: Do soe admissions tests have more
impact on lives than others? It certainly appears that in fields like medicine and
law, where the number of schools and students ig highly restricted, the

:consequences of low scores are bound to be more dramatic. Whereas almost no
Undergraduate students will fail to find some school to attend, a certain
percentage of law or medical schobl applicants may find themselves shut Pout
of those fields entirely if they do poorly on the admissions tests. Certainly,
some must be shut out because there is not enough room for all applicants. It
may bethat some should be shut out. Perhaps many of them simply would not
make good doctors or lawyers. The question is whether or not, for those people
Who do not gain entrance to professional school, the admissions test was a
major factor or only one of many factors.

To really gauge the importance of the test, it might a1s be useful to ask what
happens to people who apply to professional schools and are turned down. To
be sure, if the decision to deny admission was unfair, there is no real
compensation. It would nevertheless be useful to know whether the aspiring

*medical doctor becomes, instead, a chemist. Turned down by the law schools,

5
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does the candidate go) on to pursue a Ph.D. in history? What percentage of the
rejected applicants continue to 'apply. until they are, finally selected? 'What
happens to the rest? When all is said an.d done, how significantly did the test
affect the life-chances of individuals who already have bachelor's degrees and
are motivated enough to want to go further? F

A third question that might be asked is: Are some admissions tests used
differently than others? If graduate and professional school tests have,,more
impact, it may be because th e. competition is so fierce or it may be because
they usl (or misuse) test scores differentlY. For instance, it may be_that the
people who make admissions decisions for m6dical school are quite different in
background, training and knowledgeability about testing than people who
make ,admissions decisions for pursing schools, undergraduate institutions or
law schools'

If there were more information about student perceptions and degrees of test
impact at various levels or in various fields, it would be easier to judge this issue.
But one might be confusing test influence with some other, less obvious factors
that influence life-chances. Even if students believe that the tests are
influential, the students may be wrong; the tests may simply "stand for" and
legitimize some more powerful, but iMs visible, selecting device.'There is ample
evidence that socioeconomic factors have a profound inflUence upon life-
chances. In order to more fully unaerstahd the impact of test scores one would
want to know how they relate to those other factors. If test scores are clotiltly
related to socioeconomic selecting.factors, then they may not have much real
influence.upon lif&chances at all.b.

Proposition 2. Admissions tests are being misused/misunderstood/misadvertised in ways that
'place some students at a disadvantage..

.1

The search for support of this proposition should begin with distinctions
between admissions tests at various levels, institutions and professional schools.
Who makes the admissions decisions? What training have they had? What other
criteria do they examine? The recent College I3oard-AACRAO Survoy of
Undergiyiduate Admissions Policies, Practices and Procedures (Van Dusen,
1979), provides,sorne useful information about the situation atiot.he undergrad-
uate level. According to that survey, two-thirds of the public four-year
in§titutioni studied and three-fourths of the private four-year institutions
required either SAT or ACT test scores as part of the credentials package for
eukh applicant. Other important parts of the credentials packages were high
school transcripts, health statements, letters of recommendation and personal
essays or autobiographical statements (those last required by 40 percent of the
private four-year institutions). InstitutiQns also prefer a certain nurnber of years
of high school study in English, mathematics and so on, as part of the selection
criteria.

When asked whether ACT or SAT scores were the single most-important factor
in he decision-making process, very few schools replied affirmatively.
Ninety-nihe percent of the most selective institutions reported that the scores
were not the single most important factor. However, about 60 percimt of the
public and 54 percent of the private four-year institutions said that test scores
are a "very important factor" in decision making. The percentages are much
lower for the "open-door" admissions and two-year institutions, which the
majority a America's students attend.

These statistics 'suggest that, af the ,undergraduate level, test scores are rarely
the sole 'criterion for admissions, although they are consideited very important
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by a majority.f (Rm.-year institutions. The ta do not prove that institutions
which considr test scabs very important e not still overestimating their
precision or overvaluing them in some way. In Order to get at the misuse
problenv more directly, we need evin more information about both under.grad-
uate and graduate selection processes. Some in-depth studies might be useful, as
would a survey of admissions officers' knowledge about the characteristics and
limitations of aptitude tests. If we found that many of them harbored'
misronceptions, we would not only have grounds to. support' allegations of
misuse by institutions but we wonld 'know what kinds of abuses were most
prevalent and in need of correction.

Ong misuse issue that has surfaced often in testimony is, the "cutoff score"
controversy. Some proponents of legislation argue that institutions use cutoff
siores to determine eligibility. This practice would represeht a misuse of the
tests, most of which are iently accurate *permit sharp distinctions in
scores. Representatives of the...ins utions generally deny that cutoff scores
exist. Obviously, Ise test scores are used for making some discriminations; all.
other things being equal, an applicant with a higher score is probably going to
be selected over one with a lower score. Just as obviously, most universities-
can demonstrate that the test scores of their freshipn span a considerable
range of percentiles.

Another approach to the misuse problem would be to assess the kind and
aniount of data testpublishers now make available to test score users. Are their
hahdbooks and explanatory materials readily understandable? Do they explicit-
ly emphasize test linkitations or are the limitations only implicit in statistics
that few readers will attend to or understand? Are the handbooks and materials
widely available? lthey, updated often? What do admissions people do with
the handbooks? .

A third approach to misuse is to develop deeper understanding of the social
forces that seem to promote it. Is there a cultural disposition to automatically
accord things like tests a truth value they do not deserve? What are the roots of
that disposition? More information about this would larify the context in
which certain misuses take place and perhaps enable us to design corrective
strategies for all the actors involved, including testing companies.

Some roponents of legislatiOn argue that simply administering a badly
designed test constitutes 'misuse. In other words, the issue of abuse is
inseparable from' the issue of test quality: a bad test will be misused as soon as
anyone bases a decision upon it. 'Fhis point of VieW would distinguish two
Categories of misustik: misuse at the hands of. people who use the tests and
"intrinsic" misuse tVg... necessarily follows from a bad test. It is'easier to argue
that disclosure legislation will not prevent the former than it is to argue that it

4 will' riot affect the latter. The problem of intrinsic misuse relates to all the
issues raised in Chapter I about the quality of standardized tests. If full
disclosure reveals that particular tests do not meet reasonable handards of
quality, it will prove that'intrinSic misuse does indeed exist and it will provide
some pressure to raise standards or decrease dependence upon the test scores.

Prpposition 3. Flegulatory legislation requiring full disclosure will soften the influence of
test pon life-chances and will help correct problems stemming from misuse.

One way to test this proposition is to look at the past. Are there other areas in
which legislation has accomplished similar goals? What benefits have been
reaped from varibus other "truth" and "sunshine" hills? Do the bills and laws
go to the heart of the problem?
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One way in which supporters of full disclosure feel that the law can correct
abuse has already been noted: they feel that it will raise consciousnetis about
the limitations of tests and force testa;levelopers to meet standards of quality
that are acceptable to. the public as well as to psychometricians. Those test
developers who have tied test quality to the technical issue of security have
been unable to agree, of course. To them it is a contradiction in terms to ask
for a "quality" test that is not secure andenn4t be confidentially validated for
individual institutions. They. feel that. a paradoxical outcome of the law could
easily be that in proving that their tests are of high quality in some respects, the
test companies will lower the quality of the tests in Other respects. in order to
understand this dispute more clearly, one needs to know what "quality" means
to WI acthrs in this drama and whether there are not some combinations of
technical and lay definitions that would satisfy most reasonable people.
Otherwise, the effect of the letizlation upon test quality is moot. `e

Will the Yaws correct misuse of tests and scores by counselors, personnel
dfficers, admissions officers itrai others (assuming such misuse exists)? The
effect of the ,laws upon users is somewhat indirect, since the laws regulate obly
the test manufacturers. To the extent that practices change while the laws are
in effect, some\might find a causal connection, but it would be difficult to
prove.

Another way to test this propb4tion is to look toward the future. New York
and California have emetic(' thefK.esting laws, and Others should be able to
learn from their experiences. There s a great opportunity here to gather some
prelegislation data -bearing on the key issues at stake and initiate some
continuirig efforts 'to monitor events.AA final question about this propcition is' whether- there are other ways of
cOrrecting the problems short of state or federal legislation. Will test companies
move to correct the perceived problems on their own, without gmiernmental
regulation? llow enforceable are the APA standards? Could the,psychometric
and admissions communities take a stronger tole in setting and enforcing
standards? Whether or not the tenting companies would have moved in
directions their jritics have urged without legislative hearings over fhe last year,
one cannot know. But it is clear that they are now moving in those directions,
faster than ever. The Public Interest Principles released In January 1980 by the
Educational Testing Service, the College Board, the Graduate Management
Adinission oun , the Graduate Record Examinatiard and the Law
School Admissi n oundil, represent an attemPo be responsive to the issues
raised by the l ation, without endorsing th(legislation itself. Clearly, the
legislation has already had some impact on testing activities.

B. Evaluating Arguments From Principle

Conceivably, sonleone could gather the information required to test the
foregoing propositions and cwiclude that the evid9ice is not sufficient to make
the case for legislation. -But This would not bk4he end of the matter. There
remairOstrong arguments from principle to contend with. The most common
one is expressed in the phrase by which all the legislation has come to be
known: truth in testing. The argument is that this is a matter of truth, fairness
and open governance. Against such ideals, technical or financial arguments
should not prevail.

Stated so baldly, the issue looks easy to decid Any red-blooded American will
/ome down on the side of truth and fa ess. ided, for some people, the issue
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is just that simple and the decision just that automatic. However, it is
somewhat more complex. To begin with, the use of the word "truth" begs the
questioff in this arena just as it does in lending or advertising. It is a political,
not a descriptive term, more divisive than helpful. The term fairness is more
comfortable for both sides. Strenio.puts the fairness argument in its strongest
form in The Debate Over Open Versus Secure Testing: A Critical Review, When.
he points out that open testing might be more fair to individual test takers
(who have a right to know the basis on Which they are judged), more fair to the
general public (which is seeking accountalelity) and more fair to ,the testing
companies (who have a right not to be unfairly accused of hiding something).
In addition, to the extent that asigaissions tests are defacto instruments of
public policy, optrt testing is more 1, to our society, which, being democratic,
should prefer governance in the open.

OpPonents of legislation argue that fairness is already at the heart of test
design development, administration and use. Th point of having secure
standardized tests is to give decision makers,informa ion about students th91--
does not confer unfair advantages to some of the-stud ts. From their point bf-,,
view, an admission rocess resting upon political judgments and no standard
against which to measure academic abilities' of people from very different

...._.- backgrounds would be grossly unfair. If disclosure legislation were "fair" to the
students who wanted to see their tests but, at the same time, destroyed
security, eroded the quality of tests and reduced confidence in them, it would
end up being "unfair" to a much larger group of students and to the society at
large: 4 .

The fairness issue, then, boils down to a matter of competing public interestS,
and vesents a final proposition to test. The proposition advanced by
opponents of the legislatith is that in being fair to one group we may be
imposing unfairness upon other groups. To test the proposition, one should
know whether, in fact, Jest security is essential to test validity; whether
disclosure will erode te quality and confidence in test scores sufficiently to
destroy the utility of admissions tests; and whether, in fact, a decreased
depend ce u n standardize test scores would take the country back to less
fair s ndards for admission to h her education.

Is security so pentral to thtrvalidity/of the tests that to breach it is inevitably to
lower the quality and utility of the tests? tAs. noted in Chapter III, the
Association of American Medical Colleges argues that it is andso do a num er
cot' prominent psychometricians. But therelire also psychometricians who oim
' that security need not be tied to validity and utility and that open testing is
feasible. Apparently+ the best Inswer to this question is that it depends upon
the test, its design:and its use. The debate could profit from a clear explanation
of this point on a tc$4 by test basis.

Will the need to reate more test questions inevitably reduce their quality?
Some test constr -4)rs argue that in certain subjects, the number of good
questions is lim e la disclosure will sooner or later exhaust the supply,
lowering the quality aT the test or ruining its predictive' validity. Some will
counter that wAysn,of conceptualizing subject matter areas change over time, so
thy tests will haytto change along with them. Static sill ject matter areas that
are exhaustible dO not exist, they argue, for if they knowledge would be
st'anding still.

.ls 'it necessarily true that exercises, once released, can never be used again?
Perhips, after a certain period of time, old exercises can be reused with little or
no d mage to a test's validity. It is a testable hypothesis.
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Will disclosure erode confidence in the tests among users? The answer would
seem to depend upon the answers to the first two questions. If responsible
persons demonstrate that disclosure will not impair the quality of certain tests
then there is no reason why users of those tests should lose confidence in them.

If test users do lose confidence in the tests, will their decreased dependence
upon the tests lead to less fairness in their decisions? To the extent that
admissions. people clQ not rely heavily upon test scores, there should be little.
change in the fairness of their selection 'procedures. To the extent that they
rely heavily upon test scores, the answer depends upon their confidence in
available alterpatives such as grade point average or institytional tests.
Certainly the total disappearance of 4 standardized measure against whi h to.

conrre students from Aiffering backgrounds would affect the fairness f the
admissions process. But there is no evidence that testing legislation will
necessarily lead to the disappearance of 'stantlardized tests. Fear o these
Ngrounds appeat premature.

The proOosition that disclosure necessarily leads to lower quality tests and thus
, to an unfairness worse than the unfairness the legislation seeks to redress, nepds
more ccimprehensive testing before it can be said to be proven.

The preceding discussion suggests that the following are critical questions,eacIC
person confronting this issue must answer in order to arrive at a positidn:

1. Is there a "problem" with testing that requires state or federal
legislative action?

2. Is open testing technically feasible? for all tests or only certain
ones?

3. What will be the consequences of open.testing for various kinds of
tests and levels of education?

4. Will .open testing erode or enhance confidence in the tests? with
what restTiTt?

5. Will any personal, social or educational benefits of open testing be
941set by such Problems .as decreased validity, increased cost or
liSduced use of the tests?

6. Do test companies already release sufficient information?
7. Are there partial disclosure plans that would be preferable to full

d iSclosure?
8. What is the magnitude of Atandardized test misuse? in admission to

postsecondary schools? professional schools? elementary and
. secondary education?

9. Will disC4Aosure legislation correct misuse?
10. What legal and c`onstitutional problems are raised by which

provisions ill.current testing laws?

Where one stands on this complex issue will depend upon the answers to the
questions raised by these propositions. People who feel that the burden of
establishing the need for legislation rests upon those who are drafting it are
likely to want to test the first three .proppsitions. Those who feel that
opponents of the legislation must prove that the fairness principle does not
apply are likely to want the last proposition tested. It should. be clear that both
proponents and opponents of legislation have homework to do.- If legislative
debate does nothing else than bring more information and clarity to this vague
public policy area, both sides will have been well served by it.
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96TH CONGRESS
1ST 8118RION

r.
ArPENDIX A

H. It. 3564'
To require all educational admissions testing conducted through interstme cum

memo, and all occupational admissions testing luhich affects conunerce) to
be conducted with sufficient notice of test subject matter and lest results, and
for other purposes.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

APRII, 10, 1979

Mr. GIBBONS introduced tho following hill; which was referTI to the Connuittee
on Education and Labor

f

A BILL,
To require all educational admissions tesstMg condueted tlfrough

interstate coninwree, and all occupational admissions testing

(which affects conmwree) to be conducted witic sufficient,

noticoof tent subject\ matter and test l'esults, and for other

purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and !louse of Bepresenta.

2 tires of the United Stoles of America in Cooyress assembled,

8 That this Act may be cited as the "Tailh in Teving Act of

4 1979".

5 Stu% 2. As used in this Act--

87
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(1) the term "educational admissions test" means

a ny test of aptitude or knowledge \\

3 (A) is administered to individuals in two or

4 more States, 410

5 (B) affects Or is conducted or distributed

6 through any medium of interstate conunerce, aud

7 (() is used as part or all of the basis for ad-
o'

8 miffing or denying admission to an individual to

9 "). any institution of higher education;

10 (2) the term "Occupational admissi ts test" wens

any test which-is used as part pr a It of the bnsis for

adiMtting or denying admission to an individual to, any

1. occupation i or affecting interstate CollalWree;

14 (3) the term "test" includes any aptitude or

15 achiemment examinntMn, wlietlwr written or oral, and

16 includes any objective multiple ehoice, machMe scored,

17 P essay, practical, perforndince, or demonstration

nation;

(4) the term Itest Hewn" means the numerical

20 vli gi vii to the test subject's rrformance on any

21 test;

22 (5) the.term "person" includes individuals, corr-.
23 rations, commies, associations, firms, partnerships,

2.4% soeietTes, joint stock companisis, mid axeuries and ill-

25 stramentalijies of States and local governments; and

I.

3

(6) the term dinstitution of higher education" has
*

2 /the meaning set forth in sectjon 1201 of tho Higher

Cration Aet of .1965 (20 1I.8.C. 1141(a)),

4 S:c. :1. The Congress hereb, indFCand declares that-

5 (1) testing of schola c aptitudes and aehieve-
.

6 nwnts has.become a principal factor in the admission of

7 individuals to public, as well as to private, institutions

8 of higher education and that thcrefora equal opportuni-
, .

9 ,ty under the law requires that that testidg be conduct-

10 ed in a manner which will ensure the equal rights and

I 1 fair treatment of such individuals;

I 2 (21testing of skills fUr entry into an occupation,

1:1 w14er of a profeSsional, craft, or trade nature, is a

14 critical factor venting the free' flow of individual

skills in interstate comnwrce 'and seriously affects the

16 Nation's capability for economic growth; and

17 (3) the rights of individuals and the national inter-

.18 ems can be protected without adversely affecting the

proprimary interest of any entity adnihnstering tests by

20 simple requirements governing proper prito notice to

21 imlividuals of the subject matter to lw tested and

2 2 proper subsequent notice of trst results andibeir uses.

Stir. 4. It ig the purpose of this Act to prohibit the

24 conducting of 1.duchtional and occupatimml tultnissimis tests

unless such tests ate administered,in H Manner to protect the
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I rights of the individuals tested aml to grant a Federal cause'

2 of action to any individual adversely affected by the adminis-

3.' tration of any such test in violation of this Act.

4 8r.c. 5. It is unlawful for any person to administer any

5 educational or occupational.admissions test to any individual

6 unless such test is administered in accordance with the re-

7 quirenwnts of section 0 of this Act.

8 SEr. 0. (a) Each applicant to take any eduwatitmal or

9 orcupational admissions test shall be provided with a written

Ill notice which shall contain

11.

12

13

14

15

17

1!)

20

.21

22

23

24

( I) a detailed description of the area of knowledge

or the type of aptitude that the test attempts to :ma-

lrze;

121 in the ease of a test of knordedge, 1 detaijed

description of the subjects to be tested;

(3) Lioi margin of error or the extent of reliability

of the test, determined On the basis (If esperimental

Ilses of the test and, where availidrttt, actual usage;

11) the in w ick the lest results will be

distributed by the testing c lily to the applicant and to

Oher persons; and

CO a statement of the upplicant's rights under

subsection 00 if this section to obtain test results and

rehtted facts.

89

2

4

5

6

7

8

9

(h) Each individual who takes any educational or occu-

pational admissions test shall, at the request of the test sub-
;

ject, pnanptly upon completion f scoring of such test, be

Imtifivd of

(I) the individual's specific performance in each 'of

the subject .or aptitude areas tested;

1

(2) how that specific performance ranked In rela-

t ion to the ot her individuals and how the individual

ranked on total test performance;

10 (3) the score reqoired to pass the test for admis-,,

sioj to such occupation or the score which is generally

12 requirc,1 for admission to institutions of higher educa-

tion;13

11 ( 1) any tnrther infotination which may be obtained

111

17

18

h individuAl on request.

(i.) No edurational or Occupational admissions test which

eS1 knorr ledge ot achievement (rather than aptitude) shall

be gradtql (for purposes of determining the score required to

pms :he ti t ot admissitm) on the basis of tlm relative distri-

bution of scores of Other test subjects.

SEr. 7. (11 Whetter. any person has administered or

22 there -are reasonable grounds to believe that any person is

23 nhotil to administer any educational or occupational admis-

21 Sims test in violation of this Act, a civil action for preventive

25 relief, inrhuling an applivation for a permanent or temporary.
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1 injunction, restraining order, or other.order, may be institut-

2 ed by the imrividual or individuals aggrielted. Upon applica-

3 tion by the complainant and in sin h circumstances as the

4 Court nuty deem just, the emirt may-appoint an attorney for

5 such complainant U hi lIlil V authariie the. commencement of
1110

6 civil aetion withnmt payinunt o tees,.costs; oi MVurity.

7 (h) In any action commenced pursimnt to thiA section,

8 the court, iu its diseretion, may allow the prevailing party,

9 other than the United States, a reasonable HU onivy's icy :Is

10 part of the costs.

1 1 (c) The district court.; (if the United States shall lis,c

12 jurisdiction of proceedings inAituted pursinint to this Act rtal

13 shall exercige the same without rerard to 11 healer the

14 grieved party sludl have eyhausted admin;stilit:.,e or

15 other remedies tlyit may be provided hv b w.

8}:c. 8. This Act shall be effective ith respeet to any

17 test administered on or afWr Januaiy 1, 1979.

0

0

to

pt.e4.10

J\
APPENDIX B

H R 49491Sr SESSION

To ropire certain information ho provided to individual; who take standardized
tthientimml admissions tests, and for other purposes.

. .

IN TIIE IIOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

JuLy 24, 1979

Mr. WEIH11 (for himself, Mrs. (nunumm, and Mr. M11.1.tk of Californht) intro
timed the foliming hill; which was referred to tho Committee on Edneation
and Labor

To

A BILL
'

require certain information be provided to individual"' who

take standardized educational admissions tests, and for other
purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and Hove of Rfpresenta-

2- tires of the United St les of America in congress assembled,

SHORT TITLE

SECTION I. Act may be cited as the "Educational

5 Testing Act of 1979".

FINDINGS AND PURPOSE

SEC. 2. (a) The Congress of tho United States finds

that

6

7

8
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1 (1) education is fundamental to the development

of individual citizenit and the progress of the Nation as

a whole;

4 (2) there1,jfa continuous need to ensure equal

5 access for a,iAmericans to educational opportunities of

6 a high qu ity;

7 (3) standardized tests are a major factor in the ad-

8 mission and placement of students in postsecondary

9 cduenti(ni an also play an important role in individ-

10 uals' professional lives;

11 (1) there is increasing concern among citizens,

12 0 educators, and public officials regarding the appropriate

13 Uses of standardized tests- in the admissions dedsion of

14 postsecondary education institutions;

15 (5) the rights of individuals and the public' ititcrest

16 can be assured without emlangering the proprict-try

17 ,rights of the testing agencies; and

(6) standardized tests are dex,10; ' ...!

lewd without regard tO tit itc Id

lized, on it national basis.

(b) I t is the purpose Of this Act

(1) to ensure that test stibjeets* and per-oas who

23 use test results are fidly .aware of the chararPrktics,

24 uses, rind limitations of standardizNI te..ts

secondary education admissions;

91

3

1 (2) to make_available.to the public appropriate in-

2 formation regarding the procedures, development, andr .

3 administration of standardized tests;

4 (3) to protect the public interest by promoting

5 more knowledge about appropriate use of standardized
Now

ti test results and by. promoting greater accuracy, valid-

7 ity, and-reliability in the development, administration,

8 and interpretation of standardized tests; and

9 (4) to encourage use of multiple criteria in the

10 grant or denial of any significant educational benefit.

11 tNrolotATION TO TEST SUBJECTS AND POSTSECONDARY

1 9 EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

13 SE('. 3. (a) Each test agency shall provide to any test

Ft !:tiltject in elear atid easily under andable language, along

15 with the registration form for a test, the following informs-
,

16 tion:

(I) The purpoes for which the test is eonstructed

1M. and is intended to be used..

19 (2) The subject matters included on such test and

20 the knowledge and skills which the test purports to

measure.

(3) Statements deigned to provide information for

'23 interpreting the te,t triults, including explanations of

24 the Irst, and Ow correlation between test scores *and

25 future success in schools and, in the case of tests used



14,

1

4

f6r poStlIm cahoirclite the'standard error of

2 meatmcmcnt and the orrelation bt tween test scores

and success in th(' earm-r lit hich athinssion is

4 sought.

5 (.1) Slat( mews concerning the (dell,: 0 Ind 0ses

0 of test scores. inelndMg--

7 (A) if the test score is limnb by itself or with

8 other information to predict future grade point

9 liv env, the extent, expressed as a pereentage, to

10 which the use of this test score improves the ac-

11 curacy of predicting future grmle point avvage,

12 over and above all other information used; and

13 (10 a comparison of the t crage scqc 'and

14 percentiles of test subjects by major income

15 groups; and

16 (() the extent to which test preparation

17 mnirses improve test subjects' scores on average,

18 expressed as ii pereentage.

19 (5) A description of the form in 'which test scores

20 will by reported, whether the raw test scores will be

21 altered in arty way before being reporkd to the test

22 subject, 'id the manner, if any, the test agency will

23 use the text score (in raw or transformed form) by self

24 or together with any other information about the test

25 subject to p'rediet in ally way the 811 hjeet 's future aca-

tr*

tj

5

1 demie performance for any, postsecondary education,'

2 inst ituthm.

(0) A complete description of any promises or

4 covenants that the test agency makes to the test sub-

5 jeet with regnrd to accuracy of scoring, timely forward-
.

6 ing or score reporting, and privacy of information (in-

7 eluding test scores and other information), relating to

8 the test subjects.

(7) The property interests of the test subject in

10 the test results, if any, the duration for which such re-

sults will be retifined by the test agency, and policies

12 regarding storage, disposal, and future lige of test

I :3 scores.

1:1 041 The time period within which the test sub-

15 jeet'S test score will be completed and mailed to the

16 h--4 subject and the time period within which such

17 scores will be,Qailed to test siwre recipients designated

18 by the test subject.

19 (9) A description of speeild services to accommo-

20 dste handicapped test subjects.

21 (1(l) Notice of (A) the information which is'availa-

' hle to the te-4 subject under sectimi 500(2), (B) the

23 rights of the test subject under section 6, and (0) the

24 procedure for appeal or review of a test score by the

fest agency,



di) .\ 1,t i 8 test sear(' recipient liill

2 'be piovided tt ith the information required by subseetion (a).

test y shall ph.vide suh informatUm with respect

4 to any test prim. or (.1im.i.!cat the hr.i rcportilig of a

5 test score Or "flirt, r tb.1: 11 1 lo 1 recip;

W) The tr.t ilgrut v -11 11! h t
subjert and the s design:1h d as test score recipients

8 by the test subject if t'w test subject's s«,re is delayed len

9 valendar days beyond the time period slated muter subsection

1() (a)(8) of this section.
4

I I. REPORTS AND STATISTICAL DATA AND onEtt

12 INFham.A.rniN

13 SEC. .1. (a)(1) In order to further the purposes of this

14 Act, the following information shall be provided to the C0111-

15 missioner by the test agenev:

16 (A) Any study, ettliThir,m, or stntistical report

17 pertaining to a test, which a test agency prepares or

18 causes to be prepared, or for which it pi ovides data.

19' Nothing in this paragraph shall require submission of

20 any reports or documents containing inforniation itletuti-

21 fiahle with any individual test "subject. Such informa

22 tion shall deleted or obliterated prior to submission

23 to the Commissioner.

24 00 If one test agency develops or produces a test

and another test agency sponsors or administers the

1

t-

9 3

IL

1

I.

1 .4, same test, a copy of their contract for services shall be

submitted to the Commissioner.

(2) Ail data, reports, or other documents submitted pmr-
.

4 su.nd to this section will be considered to_be records for pur-

pow: of section 552(a)(3) of title 5, United States Code.

(b) Within one year of the effective date of this Act, the

7 Conithissioners sloll report to Congress concerning the rein-

8 tionship between the test scores of test subjects and income,

9 race, sex, ethnic, arid handicapped status. Snell report shall

10 include an evaluation of available data concerning the rela-

II tionship between test scores and the completion of test prepa-

12 'ratirm courses.

13 l'armoTrtiri A 1tETT6 IINDERSTAND1NO TERTH

tire. 5. (a) In order to promote a better understanding

IS of standardized tests and stimulate independent research on

10 such tests, each test agency

(1) shall, nithin thirty days afttir the results of

any standardized test are released, file or (lure to I-

h'ej in the office of the Commissioner-

1:0 (A) II copy of all test questions in cairn-,

21 hitiog the test subject's raw score;

WI the corresponding acceptable answers -to

'23 those questions; and

24 (C) all rules for transferring raw scores into

25 those scores reported to the test subject and post-
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1

2

8

secondary educational institutionS2 together with

an explanation of such rules; and

3 (2) shall, after the test has bee» filed with the

4 Commissioner and upon request of the test subject,

5 the test subject

(A) a copy of the tit questions used in de-
ek

7 termming the subject's raw scor.e;

(B) the test subject's individual answer sheet

together with a copy of the correct answer sheet

to the same test with questions coUnting toward

the test subject's raw score 80 marked; and

1()

11

12

13

14

15

I 7

18

19

20

21

22

23

(0) a statement of the v score used to cal-

culate the scores already sent to the test subfect if

such request has been made within ninety days of

the release of the test score to the.test subject.

The test agency may charge a nominal fee for sending out

such information requested under paragraph (2) not to exceed

the marginal cost of providing the information.

(h) This section shall not apply to any standardized test

for which it can be anticipated, on the basis of past experi-

ence (as reported under section 7(2) of this Act), will be ad-

ministered to fewer than five thousand test subjects national-

ly over a testing year.

9

(e) Documents submittedto the Commi5Nioner pursuant

2 to this section shall he considered to be records for purposes

:3 of section 552(a)(3) of title 5, United Staites.Code.

4 PRIVACY OF TEST SCORES
(-

5 SEC. 6. The score of any test subject, or any altered or

6 transferred version of the score identifiable with any test sub-

7 ject, shall not be released or disclosed by the test agency to

8 any person, organieption, association, corporation, post-

9 secondary educational institution, or goterumental agency or

10 subdivisio unless specifically authorized by the test subject

11 as a score recipient. A test agency may, howevevelease

12 previous scores received by fir test subject to any currently

13 designated tPst score recipie t. his sec:tion shall not be con-

14 strued to prohibit release sc es and other information in a

'form which does not identify the test subject for purposes of

tO researoli leading to studies and reports primarily concerning

17 the I58Is theinselvPs.

TESTINO COSTS AND FEES TO STUDERTS

I 9 Sre. 7. In order to ensure that tests are being offered at

20 a reasonable cost to test subjects, each test agency' shall

21 report the following information to the Commissioner:

.22 (1) Before March 31, 1981, or Within ninety days

23 after it first becomes a test agency, whichever is later,

24 the test agency shall report the closing date of its test-

25 ing year. Each test agency shall report any change in
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1 the dosing date of its testing year within ninety days

after the change is knade.2

3 (2) For each test program, v. ithift one hundred

and twenty days after the close or this testinr, year t'.u,
4

5 test agency shall report-

6 (A) 'the total number of times the test was

7 _taken during the testing year;

8 (B) the number f test subjects who have

9 taken the test once, who have taken'it twice, and

v.bo have taken it more than twice during the

11 testing year;

12 (() the number of refunds given to

lq muds wlm have registered for, hut did not take, the

14

15

16

17

19

test;

(D) the nUmber of test subjeets for,whom the

test fee was waived or reduce(l;

(E) the total anniont of fees received from

the tvt subjects by tile test agency for each test

progtam for thut test year;

20 (F) the total amount of revenue received

21 from each test program; and

((;) the expenses to the test agency etf.the

23 tests, including
V

24 (i) expenses incurred by the test agency

25 for each test program;

95

11

(ii) ixpenses incurred for test develop-

nwnt by the test agency for each test pro-
'

gram; mid
.

IMO

. j(iii) all expenses which are fixedor can

- 5 he regarded as (lverhead expenses and not

6 a ,ot ilted %Oh any test program or with

!)

10

11

12

13

14

16

17

18

19

go

21

23

24'

tcst development; -

(3) If a separate fee is charged test subjects for

admissions data assembly services or score reporting

services, within one hundred and twenty days after the

close of the testing year, the test agency ahall report
*

(A) the twitcher of individuals registering for

each admissions data assembly service during the

testing year;

(B) the numbee of ihilividuals registering for

each score orting service during the testing

tear;

0') the total amount Sof revenbe received

from the individuals, by the test agency for each

admissions data assembly service or score report-

ing service. during the testing year; and,

(I)) the expenses to the test agency for each,

adtniimis data assembly se ice or score report-, \,ing service during the testing year.
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. REGULATIONS AN .,NFORCEMENT

.) SKr. 8. The Comp,:ssionee shall pronm! regula-
. I.

3 tions to bnpl ment Olt Provisions of this AO wit hill one him-

dred. and twenty days after the effective date of this ,\ ct. The

5 failure of the Coinmissioner to promulgate regulations shall

6 not prevent tl provisions of this Act from !aging. effect.

7 (b) Any test agency that violates'any Olanse.of any pro-

8 vision of this Act shall be liable for a ck il penalty not to

reed, $2,000 for each

1(1 n.) ii any proy,ision ut thig t shall he declared inu

s..tu..ona., in\ /did, or inapplicable, the other provisions shall1 1 ti I

12 rculain ih effect.

13 gt INITIONS

1. I SEr. 9. Ebr purpir. es (If thi

(1) tbe term "admis:ions data Neuildv serviip"

1 14ons any summary or rcport of grades, grade ,point

I 7 averages, standordized test scorcs, or any comlination
1 7

18 of grades and test semi's, of an applicant used bv any
18

postsecondary educational instimtnni in its Admissions
1 0 iloes not Melnik* a.iiv test designed solely

20 process; 20

(2) the term. "Cominksifilier- means the Commis- vcloped and administered by an individual schottior in-21

."" sinner of Education; 22, stitatiim for its own purposes only;

(3) the term "posIlsecolidary educational institu- 14()23 011 the term "tes( agency" means any person, or-

2.1 tiv" Means ans. institution providing a course of study

, 1 beyond the secondary school level and which uses

standardized tests as a factor in its admissions process;

3 (.1) the term "score rerrting serviee" ineans the

- reporting of a test subject's standardized test score.to

test su lie rci ipient by a testing agency;

(5) the It nu "standardized test" or "1(.4"

means-

9

10

I 1

(A) any test that is use4,.or is required, for

the process. of selection for admission to postsec-f
ondlirv educational institutions or their programs,

or

1 2 (It) any test used for preliminary preparation.

1 3 for any test that is used, or is required, for the

1.1 process of seleetitor--efc admission to post-

15 secolulary educational institutions or their pro-

which affects or is conducted or distributed through

any inedi n f interstate eonuneree, but sueh term

nonadmr

sion placement.or eredit-hy-examination or any test de- '

(1(

2-1 ganization, association, 9orporation, partnership, or in-
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e

1 dividnal which deveps,u sponsoii, Or..administers a .

2 standUrdized tCst; .

.3 1 (3) the term "test prepardtton course" means any

.4. . curriculum, course of study,plan instruption,..or
. .

. method of preparatio,n give,n for fee itilich i speegi.: a.

6 eally designed or:-eAnstroted to prepare a 'test Fubject

.4

7 ,for, ar to improve a tat subjeots score on, a standard-
, .

8 'sized test;

9 (8) the term 'test program" means all the admiu-

10 Lstrations eta teSt of .the same name during a tuting

1.1 yettr; I
12 (9)1he tillni.."test Fcbre" means the value given .
13 ) to tlw test subjc'et:s peiformanee by-the, top agency on

. %,k 1

14 hay test. whether !nom
4,

ad in numerkal, pereentile, or it.
.

15 any other form. i .
.

.o . ,,

UV : (10) the term 'test aeore reeiptellt," limits any... .
. .

17 ,,' pPrson, organiitttion, association, corporation, .postsec- .1,

.- .. . .
...... 0,,

18 Z. ()dory educational institution, or governmental agvncy m

..

19 or subdivision to 'Which the test subject requLts, or. g
20 alesignates that a test agency -raport&Gis- or her score;

.

.
a

15

1 ErrEcTivt DATE 4:

2 , SEC. 10. This *et shall take eftecttone hundred and

3 eighty days after the datesof its enactment. .

0'

4 4

21 (11) the term "test' subject" means an individual .
,, ,

Ii to whom a test is administered; ainl
. -

.4 .

23. - I (12),the terin "testing yetuar" IlleA118 the twelve
. .. . a, .

24, onlendlr months which the test agency considers tither .

25 itioperaponal c'ele or ite fiscal year. . ' t .f I.
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.SENATE

APPENDIX C

CALIFORNIA,

AMENDED IN ASSEMBLYiAUGUST 14,1,78

AMENDEU IN SENATE JUNE 14, 1978

AiENDED IN SENATE NAY 31, 1978.

AMENDED IN SENATE MAY 9, 1976

AMENDED IN SENATE M AY 10 1978

NO. 2005

4J

3,7

,

:California Posts nclailf EdUcation Commission regardinv the

adminiatrOion andf use of Ztandandized tests to California

inhabitants. Such
,

.

portz woUld relate-to both the operation

and charges for the A rvices. Such material would be subject
. .

io discloiure. under,th Ca lifornia public Records ACt',, .Test

aponsors would also be r uifed to file copies of specified.'

'test questions.and answers with the commission. -. .

. .

This .bill would require' test spOneors, to file Oeftein
. ;

. _

information'qufficient to 'describe thor

of the'test.

e psychometric'quality
.)

Introduced by Senator Dunlap . This bill. wduld require test sponsors to notify

. ,

., i Mar:di 29, 1978 the subject matter o5,the test,' the manner in which the'test
.4
OO

1

.

.
ii.scored, the mannefiin'which the test sCoreit'will be

. . ,,.:.
.

.

An act to add Chapter 3 (commencing with Section.99150) recorded,'the basis upon whioh :7cores will be made available.
: .

.

California test subjects regarding the purposes of the test,

...

Ad.'
. 41,4 4

.

tO Tosi 65 of theliducation Code, and to.amend Section 6254 . and a sample of test items..

'.
.

of the Government Code, relating towpostsecondary education.
.

- This bill wouldmake any teat SponsOr who intentionally

mo"- LEGISLAtIVECOUNSEL'd DIGEST violates the bill liabie for a civil penalty of not to exceed .

SB 2005.,..0as. amended, Dunlap. Nitetsecondary education: 6150 !for each violation. .

standarlized tests. ,
t,. Vote.: gijority. 'Appropriation: no. Fiscal

,

Existing lawedoes ino regulate the activi e f
.

Res o test-
.

-committee:. yes. State -monlated.local pro4iams no.
.

m

,Ing services.which prepare mid edminister.standardized tests
.-

* y

for various purposes related to education..
.

/. This bill would'reqUire such testing siervi:ces, defined
..

.

,.-

generallr As test vponspre, to make various reports to the

4

The people of the Stake, of california ep enact as follbws:
,

4 SECTION le The Legislature finds 4hd declares that:

(a) Because standardized teSts.6ften play a major

*

, C AL
I'

44 .
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4

4.
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,

... . :,,,. ..., - . ,
: .4

.... :-rI.:. .
. V.I , 0 .. r

4.

IP t
rOlt in the admission,:plaOement, 44 'Oralnation of students.

- , . .-. . ,

. , :at all levels of our-educational system', students,.parents,..'

and the goneral'public have the right to know' and to under.-

'stand the nature,/purpOies, limitations, uses and potentials

. of all kindkanetypes of standardised tests and test'.
.7

procedsren.

. (12), Standardised-testsdannot maasure.with absolute

ireeisidnevery attribute'pertinent to success in post-

'secondary education. As slich, they have thespotential Of
..

narro( interpretation and =iamb).

(c) Since varioua ethnicr, regional, racial, and econo- .

.

...mici-grtoups may not.teet equally well on-dtandardiaed tests,
, .

and since these'tests plaY.an important role in determining
, .

4.

. .

,students' perstitalena brofeisional'lives, careful consider -

attbn shoUid bo given to the effects which stnIfidixed

tests have upon the adnespibility of equal educationV
opportunities toall segments,of the popukation.

.(d) It iss,in. the public interest to insure the,main-,

'tenance of high standards of qual ty in the development,

administration, and interpret& on of standardised tests,

It ia,,therefore, the.i tent of the legislature in .

enacting this chapter to ;mike tent subjects and persons

whd usesuch test results more fully.aware of the

7Inharacteribtios, uses, limitations, end potentia4 misuses

. of tedis in educetion, to make available to theIniblie..

.4

100

5

1
4

,

appropritti -information regarding the polkcies, operstioni,
.

and fee trImeture of the limited nuMber of organizationoNthat

Idevelop,and administerstandardized tests, and to.allow .
$ i

students,,iducatorS and public offidials to hcrutinize the
A

.

..

.

production and administration ostandirdiZed tests..

.%'.:...sisc..2.. 'Chapter 3 (comMenOing-with Section 9915b)
,

ii.added tdPart,65. ofthe Education Code, td read: :

.. CWEPTES,3STAInbRbIEED TESTS
..

99150. he used.in this chapteri -.

-._

(a) "Admissions data assebbly service" meins.any

pummaryor report-cif grades, grads point averagesray:

standardised test scormeof:an'applicant used by.'any.'

postssicondary educational institution in its admiisions
,

.process.
.

(h) "Commission° means the California P6stsecondary
. . . f

, .

Educetion. comeEssion.

(c)- "'Secure test" means ady testwhich contains,iteis

not availablovto the public and wihch,.. to allow the further.

use of test iiems-and to-protect. ths.Validity and reliability

of the testili.subiect to special securitt prOciedurep in .

its publication, distribUtion,aand administration.'
t

(d) "standardized tot", or "test°, 'for purpoles'Of
. .

r
this phapter, means eny test administered in Californiato

-at,legst 3,000 individuals- during testing-year and which

44 formally required by institutions' of-pOsteecondaty

. .
%

A

*

w

*



l

#

q.

I,

Asducttion for the purposes of.admissions td those:institutions...

"StandardUced teat's:or "test"'does riot in4ude a test,

'cleteat,\shich is admiriiitered to a..selected group

indiViduals'sqlelY for research,,pre-testh guidancee.

counseling, or plademeht purposes,frfor credit-by-e xamination.., . . . 1

purposes, or for purposes pf mietihg
;

graduation- requirements

of seoondary schools. .Tesis which are administered ai

.supplesients Or auxiliaries to anothex;.rtest, or which fornyi

u .

Specialized ComponlleCfa test,' May bb Combined for the,. :
,

purpOselof this chapter. 7..
. )k

-(e) "T est-subject" meens.avindividdal to Whom a

stangardised teseis administered end %MO takes the-tett
. .

Pat a location in the State' of Californi. 4
4

. (f) "Test.sponve means an'individual, partnership; '

corporation, association, colipany, firm, institution,

society, trust/ ovjoint stock company Which.sponsois I

Standardised test.

(g) ."Testingyear" meand the 12 calendar months which

the test sponsor considers either. its operational.cycle

4

'date:ofits testing Year within 90:day, after'the hange is.

made:,
a

. 99152.- Within'90 days of.the;close of.eadtrtestinp
.4

year, the testsponsor shall.file in the office of.the

.

commission five copies of the test which is.equivaient to

that in use in anyof the prior three testing year*, but

that is no -lohger in use as a seems test, along withthe
. \ .- .

corresponding acceptable answeri.
..

. If such a test ii nqi available, then the testSponsor ..

'
shall file instead A set of test questions. which are not. .

derivea.from a'secure teet and4which ate equivalent in

or its flee% year. r

99151. Each test.sponSor shall reporethe'Closing,date.
. . .

Of its. testing year to'the commission.by March.31, 1979,

or Within-90'days after it first.40comee a best sponsor"
.s

whichever is later. .

Each test:sponsorshall report any change in the cloking
.

.,
.

.,

4144...

.,

content and.of sufficientmumber to reOresent the'secure
. . .

.
. . ..

. .

test fairly, along with correspondingacceptable answers
..

, 9V153. (a) *bin 90 days of the'close Of each totting
0 ,

yearr-the'test sponior gall file in the ofiice of the
J.: 0, . .

6, commission standard.technical. data sufficient to describe-
. .

4 . .
e .

the,psychometrid qualitirof the test,'
'

Ivor purposes of aompliance with this Section, it is,
. a . 4 ..

W . s4ficie&to deposit with the commisSion information 4
. .

conforming to the guidelines specified in the Stangridifor

,Eclucational and Psychological Tests ofthe'Amerivan,psychol%.

4 logical AspociatiozWwhich were in effect 180 days prior
. . .

to.the testing'year,,and whiCh are appropripte to the
.

particular test and its use*.
s

'e t-
. (b) llata, reports or other. documents supuitted pursuant

/ .

,

p.

-

4

.

f.

a

.4

. ,

A
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.

btO this Section shall be'accompanted by "a descript4on of
*

thatesti ipcIlding, but not limited.to.the title, purpose

or purposes of tha.test and,when.and, Where the iest was 4

administered in the state.
. . . t

(cfNo. data, reports or other documents submitted

pursuant:ter..thia7hapter shall-contain infOrmation in.a

form identifiCble with individuali.or particular post-

secondaryeducatiOnal institutions.'4 2

.

95154. * (a) Within 135 days afterthe close of the
4

16 .

testing'year, each test sponsor shall report the.folleaing

data on test.takingsvwherever they:may ocpur, to the

-Commission:
.

(lf The total eember of times t4e test 'Was tiken

the testing year.

.(2) The number-Of individuals who have taken the test

Once, who hive taken it twice; and who have taken

than-twice durpgthe.testing:year.

(3) The number'of individuals who registered fOr, but

'did not tl.tke,,the.tesi.

it more

en ...

: .(4) 'Tie total ;mount of feed received from test-tekers
NI

by thetest sponsor for the test foi_that testing year.
.

t5).The eXpenses to the-test sbonsor et the test, es
. 1

.
.

follows:

(A) Those expenses.which ere directly attributable to

'411'
the test.- .

o

104

. 41

(n) Tfipseaxpensee which' re4.ihdirectiy attribt;table .%

.

.-

to the teen.. However,. if the teat ipObsor also.aponsors
4-1 . . .

anotbeetest er.related_ectivitiesvit shall be.seffibient.'

for eempliance.yith prolvisions of,this section tot the tpst .

.

sponsorto tiseindirectly attributable expense4 to the ,

extent that-they-are identifiable, as.they are proportionate*.

ly'reLitsettlthe tout. .The.teSesponsor'shall also list
. .

-- expenses indirmtly attributeble to all activities of the
c

.test's Sponsorvincluding_expenses not identitiableres . ..

. ..
. -

attributable to a test.

ew The financial disclesure: reguired.by this section-
.

shall be submitted in.sufficient detail to. dicaie the

major categories of7kavenues and expenses as elated with
. 1

the test. hxcept as provided in.this sec

ation for different tests-administered by

-Sponsor shall be reported separately' and

onfAhe ieferm-

the semi test
,

individual test.,

99155: If a separate fee is cherged telt subjects- fpc

admissions dat* assembly.serviceS, then the test sponeer:'0:

-shall report informatton.concerning the dataCasiemblY.sirvicea
,

in substantially the same form as mould be -rwiluired for.a

test...110ff Sectign 99154.

.99156. Any interaatiOn or,report-required.to barnacle.,
4

.crfiled with the commission under this chapiei is a public

record subject to. disólosure under thaCalifOrnia Public

Records Act, Chapter 3.5 (coimencing with Sectiam 6250) -
.

. .

s
. ,



,

'Aof Division 1 9f*Title 1 ca the'GOvernment Code:.
....

. NO,thing in tbts section *hall be vonstrued.to diminish
,

dauthorize the infringement'of.any rights protected by

laws relating to oopyltighti to the 'protection of trade

secrets, or to's:other proprietary rights.

99157. Xach test *pones:Or shall provide the following

information to test subjefiis prior to the administration

of a teet:

(a) The purposes for whic he test is construcfed and

if intendato be used.

09 The subject matters; .Cluded on such test and-the.

knowledge and skills-whiCh the tst purportsto measure..

..(c) The mannes.in which the test i.L9ored and the_.

relationship of the Taw and scaled scores to the skills and:

knimoledge it Measures:-

(d),-ihe basis upon which such scores will be :Ude

available to pepsolli"or inst4utions.

.
60 j representative set of sample test items'.

99158. I! reporting test scores to test subjects,"the

test sponsor shall.provide aufficient exislanatory information

. to facilitateproper interpretation of the !cora or.scores.-

The information"ehall be distributed in the-following *"

4

manner: '

(a) Teet subjects shall)WproVieed-with eXatemenis-/I
1

designed to proxige information for interpreting the 11

A ,

A

'

IND

sooree, including, but not" limited to, exOlanations ofo.
.

. (1). Thetest scime scale.

(2) .The sdords and their:no:ening'.

"(3) Standard error. of Measurement of the test.
. A

(b) Any postsecondarjeducation'institution ei.Other,
4

ofganizetion which" a ieitsubject4e!ignatel as a test score

recipient shall-lie provideewith all-of the informati9n

"sPecified inSeCtion 99157 and in miubdivision (a).of this'

Section. The test sponsor shall pfovide such information .

prior to or coincident with".the first reporting's:of a test '

!core or sCorts to a reCipient'durang%a testing-year. Such

information:shall be'provided 4 the 6:omission prior to

or coincident-with the-firlit reporting of-test scdrei to"

-ady test score recipient4turing a teetiag year.

The test sponsor shall proUide sugh Wormation obice

during.a testing year in'a mainUer deemed.suificient to

assure access to"the informetion by ittereited.cparti..

99159., (a) In addition to.ethe informati reqUiree

pprsuant to.subdivision (b) of-Section 99158, lie test,"

:sponsor.shaill sUbmit to the partiewlisted t rein4a, ndA0

.thi cammission- the test sponsor^a most rce nationaror

regional aggregation of.data Concernin? the.pr rtive

.validity .

(1) Academic record or grades alone.

(2) Dtandixd!ked test scdre alone.

" '



.

IP/cAtadedic record and test.scote combin0,.'.!.110:
. mg' ..

(h);thk-data shall be diewenated pursuant to subr4.0.
.-. . ' . . '4'

.. . ,
'division Ob'rof.Section 991505T ' ' ,

4

% '.. '99160., Awy:test spionsgr 4,I/to inteniionallyoviolates any
.

. ,

. provisi6n Of this thapter shallthlf liable -for a civil. pehalty
.- . , .' -

r , k. ,

not t to 'eOped SOVVI 44undted f if ty _dollar% ($750) for. fack . P.,.
,.

\,...,

vioiabi00
. ,* r . 406 ..

,

3:)! pad.

,..

Section .6254 ofIthe Atwarnment Code, la amended,
,

.0 . . . 1. i .....

to :
'.

.
.

...

,,y -1/4, :.6.254, .:Except.es prov4ded In.gectiom 621540J-nothing_ n 7
.,,,.. v,

4 '
.tligitphopter shall be Construed to. requirediscldsure of' '

. .

.,;. .:. -:- -. . * .
, . .

'' ''. recordi that are: . .:

!,.

,

-
1,.'

r',..

.. .
(a) Preliiinary drdits, notes, or intora9ehdy-or

intra-agencY meMOrenda.whicp are .not retained b% the. Public:- ' .

, ,

. .
*: -

c 0.

.,

,

Agncy in Oft qtdinary cOUrse ofbusinest, ptovided that

.'the'pUblic interest in withholding such records clearlf
...z . . ,*

. ,...i.:.

outweighs the'public interest in diecl oidie0
.

* .,,8 -
, : , !

cibr Retords pertaihind7t0 pending.litigagon to which
,

"the pub4c agency.is a patty, imrtoiwiaims made pursuant. .'

, -
1... '.- .

*. .6:1,15ivisión 3,6 ,(commencing with section.810) 6f Title 1

*Of.the Governmehi Code, until:such
Ad
litigation or,cZaim

. . . .

has'been.finally adjudicated*or oth4rwise settled/

--, ' (c)--Personnei, medical,,or similar fiXes, the
4

I ,

discloiure of 4hich would constitute au unwarranted invasion';
. 4;

.

of personal viiv.cy, P

ft0k l

1

.

f of. e ,

1
.

3

cdfiOontainyd in ortelateil toi
)

.

-

.(1)' Applications,filed'Oth 4nrstate agem

frf

.1

17

responeiblb

I'
Ae regUlation otistit.ervkilon of, thy issuance ofr . ,

iee or of rinagcial InstAtione. byt
,

.itid to,h ks,'Savinge..an .10an aseegiitions, industrial. '

. . ;

{loan Companies, *coldit uniOnWandeirisurande c flies; f'`f,
0 , , I

. .

etr'Examlnatridn,,oleratik40,or c0nditidh;re
. .

Hprepared bs,r, trn.behalk of Or.for th, use cloanystapst: *',0°
.

. . '

,agen0 referred; to in,subdivisfok.(1) ; : ''
r o' . , .

.(3) Prelyilinary drafts.;

4#

n0tes, or interagencyror intra-
. .

-

_lagenuy 00mmuniCations prep4dd balf,df, or fqr tted

uss:War/Ay State ;kgency referred to in subdivision (1)' , or

(4),Ihfowmatien teceived.ienfideve byeany sta.ie
4

agency .Peffired to in-eUbdiViision (1).. -

le) Geolog'ical and.geophysical dataplant production

data and,iMilar infoeMation relating to Utility systeisos/
,

development; or-market or crop reports, Which aretObtained
0*

in confidence*from any persont
. .$, (f) ReCordi ef.coMplaihtS to 44n*estigitions

conducted' by, cr records.of intelligence information or

security. prOceduree of;-.the office*oithe Attorney General

and theZepartesst.Of Justice, and enyjitate or. local -

po e agyncy,or anesuchAnvestigitory or security,files
10" 4

cnnp.ed .by any other state or local police agency,.o ,any
7. I

such inveitigatory ór-secutity files compiled by any- ther
X A .

.t.

..11 A ,

(

.?..

.



A

I. ,

itite or local agency-ger oortectional, lawIrsfercemant -
a.

:

or licensing, purposes, exCeptethat logil police agencpis

. shall discloae the nameleand)tddresenof Persons involiee:

...
in;'Or witnesses other thalp confidential...interne* e44',. .

. .

II'the incid. tt ihe deicription Of any property involned"Igie

date,,t And loCation ofthi ieWent, all diagrams,

statenents of the pakeeinvolved in the incideet, the
4

statementsofS11-4itnesAel, Other,than cionfidentials

ieformants, to the 'persons involved in wincident, or an

atithorised representative theriofi an. ainsurance.cerrier

agaiest ',hid; a claim has been tor night be made; and any'

person iuffering bodilif injury or property damage as tOe

..result of the incident caused4by arson, burglary, fire, c
.

. 4
explosiom robbery, vandalism, Or a crime of.viOlince as

oo
14.

Wined by subdivilion (b) of Section 13960, unless the .

disclosurewOudl endangerithe safety of e witness or.other

person involved in the.in4stigatiOn,.discloiure would^-

endanger the succesful co4/etion of 010..11 investigation

or a relieted investigation; , I

(9) Test.questiOns, mooring keys, and other.examierition- .1

data used to administer, a,licensieg examieation, examinatierf

4

0.
A

. .
.

. .

. -
, ,

)ng: Or fervisibilityIn'imes amfd evrg.uation 4soade fOr'or by
. .

the.state 2r local avincy relailVe tar the.acguisition of
.

. propertyy or to,prospectid ipublc sUpply'And'constructpd"
1

, .

1, e '
cOntraetWuntil suchtime-as All. o f the propriy.has been

acqUired.oealllf the-contraet agreepent.obtained prOviibed:

, .. 4 '. Z..
_floweveri the lawtof eminent' in "Ali notbe effected by

.
..'this. provisionv .

1
. A

1r. \

for employment, or academic exaMination, except as provided

for in Chaptir 3 (comieediag with Section 59150) of Part 65

of the Education Coder.

(hrThe contents of real estate oppraipals,lengineer-
.

11'

0

II

.

(i) Information.reqp4red from any taxpayer in connection
p

with the collection of làca tIlces whiChsis. received in

I. 4

oonfidence .And the disclosure ef the.ieformation to other

persons would result in unfair conPetitive dieatftvantage.

to ihe person supplyingeuch information;

(j)- Library and museum.miterials nide or acquired

and .pres.nte9Aoieiy for reference or exhibition'vurposes;

(k) eekords the-disclosureof which is exempted or

'prehibiterl:pursuant to-provisions of federal or state law,

including,'but,not limited to,,proviiions. of ihe Evidence

Cod relating to..piivileger-

(1) Correirpondenci of and to the GOVernor or

P.

employees of the

or aintained bY

provi

custod

Governor's office or in the custody of .

the'Covernor'sjegal affairs secretary,:

d public records shall net be transferred .to the

of the dovernor'i legal afrairi secretary to evade..

the discloiure provisihns of this ehapterl.

(n) In the custody.orstaintainod by the begislative

FP

.

4.1



ConnSelt

....' (n) (it:temente of.perponal worth of 'personal financial .*e

;data required by a lideniing agency-and filed'biAm 'applicant
.-

.,., . .
. 4

with gulch fioensing agindy to. es
,

h- his pOonal quali-

. . -. ". fidation forthITA4n4,:certifi ate:)or eermit apstied for; I
.: .

,
' and . ,. .

,.0 .- (o) Financial data contained in apPlicationa.for
.

,
.

40.
.

financing Ander Division.27 (ccemencing withliection 40 . .C,
s

. . .

.oT theealth and Safety authorised'ofticer
. -

of.the California Pollution .Co ol Financing-Authority,
.

determines that disclosure of.such finandial.data yOuld be

oompetitivaiy injurious to the applicant and such dati is

required in ord:r te'Obtain.guerAntees from the United State:
00 I

CH Small Dusiness Administration. The talifornia.Pollition
. .

Control Financing,Authority'phal/ adopt-rules for +Paw

of individual requests for oonfiAentiality *Icier thie

4,ctiOn snd fovmaking aviilable to the:public tboie portions

of an application which are.Aubject to disolOsure-nnder. this.
. i

Ohapters, .

. 0

Nothing thib section is tope construed as pi:Venting.

of.

p.

4.

appligable..to the entire timiting year ing in 1910.,
. .

.o..
.

Al

.16

.

pny agency from opening its records.'concerning the

Administration of the-agency to public inspection. MUMS

..disclosure'ig otherwide prohibited ly'law.

SSC. 4. It is:the intent of the

t"
islature that the

iinformation dIsclos4re. requirements o this act be f
,' .

112

r

113
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CAL. NO. 1215

APPENDIX D

STATE NEW YORk

1979-1980.REGULAR SEsitows

SENATE r ASSEMBLY

April 26, 1979

A. 7668-A 1

V

11) '
. 4,

.

-.IA SENATE - InirOduCed by Sens.-La4ALLE,.ACKERMAN, BABBUSH, *,

DARTOSIEWICZ,..SEATTY, BERMAN, 'BERNSTEIN, BRUNO,. cAEWRITR,

CONNOR, ILYNN,'GALIBER, GOODHUE, HALPERIN, LACK, LJUCHTER,

MARKOWITE,14cOALL, MEGA, MErDEZ,.OWE4S,. PADAVAN, PISANI,

PRIMENZ: RUIZ,)OLTON, TAURIELL0,41TRUNZO,NOLKER,

WINIKOW - reaJ twics andorder, Printed, And when printed

to 16 Committed to the ComMitt on Education - reported

favorably from said committee and ommittid to

Committee on Higher Eds.:Cation e rted favor6b4ly'from

/
said committee, oidered to fitst and second report; ordered

.to a third reading,amended and ordered reprinted, retaining

fits place in the order of third feeding. -

S.I

IN ASSEMBLY - In1ro4nce0 by COMMITTEE ON 'RULES - (at
.

S.

4

.
.1b

.

reguest,Of.A.rof A. Venn; LaFayette, 13ianthi, Boyland.

Cochrane, Cooperman, Eve, Terrell, Flanagan, Fortune.'

Gottfried,'Grannie, Griffiteu.Hatenbetg, Hinchey, Hirsch,

racchbruecknee, HOward, Jacobs,

Lewis, Lipschutz,McCabe. G.W.

.Pesce, Proud, Serrano,,Siegel,

denkinsi Kopiie

Miller, Nine,

S.C. Sullivan

11, Lentol,

Paisannallts.

Virgilio,

D.B. Walsh, Yevo.i, agiee) - read onc6 and.referred to the

Committee on Higher EduOation - reported and referred to
. .

theCommittee on.Ways and Means comm4tee'sliachargedlObill.

amended, ordered reprinted aS amended ind recommitted to

said.Committep. 0

N ,

AN ACT, to amend the education' law, in relation toF. ,

..

standardised.iesting

ljne Peoplp of the State Of New York, represented in

Senates and .Assembly, do enact .6s follows:

Section.l..,The ed tation_iaw.i6 &Mended by adding.4.

article sevti-A to ead as loliows:
*

new

ICLE

STANDA IZED TESTING

Section 340. Definition .

341. Background reports and statistical data.

342.'Disclosurs of test contents::

1*3. Notice.

.344. DisclOsure\Of test :cores.*
*

34.5. RegulatiOne.

7
4;:;,.



.

4

346. Violattons.

.341.

340.. D.fiititions.." is used in this. articlei.

1. "Standardired time or-"iest" MINDS any-test thnt 1..g1Ven

at thn expense of the test sdbjeci ancl,designed'for uge,or

used in-the process of ielection for post-seogndniy.or f-

prOfessional school admission.: Such tests shall include,

but ar pot iimiteeto,,the ProliminatiOcholastic Aptitude:

T.st, Scholastic. Aptitude Test, ACT iisessment, Graduate

Record Examination, Medical Collige Admissa Tist, Law

f, 1,SchOdl AdmissionTési, DeAtal,Admission Testing Program,-

GradUate Nanagement.Admission Tep st, indoialler Analogies Test.
.

00 *.This irticle.shall ndt apply to any state, federal, or local .

-.1
-

vcivA serMice test,laty test designed and -usedsolely for non-
. -IR

.V

admissitin.Placenent or ciedit,by-examination, Ok any test

developed Ana administered hy an individUal .chool'or-

,instittion for,its own purpose. onty.

2. "Atmeitssioner means the commissioner of education
..,. e

of therStateCof New York.

.3. "Test subject" shall mean

'test is inistorlE...
1\11111i:

ra'

i

.

"Teel agenoy" A.11.mean any

association, cOrpS4tiop, partnership,

person that:Aerlops-,.

.1

an individual to whom a.

. -

organixati

116
.1!

11,

orIndividual or

ponsors Or idministers a test.

c.

1

r

6341. Background reportn ind'statistical data.

Whenever any-ipst igency prepare., causes tip have prepare&

. .0Pr provides the data which nre used in any study,"evaluation

or statistical report pertaining to a test, such study,

evaluation or repdit shall be filed with'the commissioner.
I

2. If any-rdports or other documents.submitted pursuant

to this .ection contains information identifiabli with any

individual test subject, such information shall be deleted

or obliteratnd prior to bpbmission.

3. All data, reports or Other'Aocumente submitted

purSuant to,this,section Melillo public recOrds:
.

ii342. Disclosure of test contents. 1. Within thirty

days after,the results'of anv.tandAeized teat Age released,
s

.r
the_test agency shall fill or .cause to be.filed. in thn,

/

otfice of the comminsioners
. f

.a. s copy of all test questions ueeei; in calculating the

.test"subjept's raw score;

b.'the corre.ponding.acceptable answers.to.those

questions; and

a..all rules for transferring raw' scorel into thone ;

scores reported to the test subject together.with an:

.explanation Of nuch

2. After'the test has beenliled with the commissioner,

and upon the request of the test-subject, the test agency
4N4 .

17

I.

06



nhill Send to the test sUbjelt:

a. a copy of thrtest questions u ed in determining th

0

subject'sraw Score:

b. the subject's individual Shower sheet together:with.

a.copy of thi-Cor4ectsnewer sheet to'the same te& with

questions oonnting:toward the- subject's.raw iclore so marked:.4 .

. and
7

i

...
...A- .:

-4..,

.6.4 statnment of the rak's4Ore ussa U.-calculate the

scores Alroady sent to the subject, provideIrthat such

reqUest has bewmadd within.hinety days of ifta-releaseof

thetest,soore to the test:subject:
.

k .

'The agency may'charge a nosinal fee for sending out

60

.4441

oh 4heormation, not-to exceed. the direct caraf`proVi'ding

401!Informatione
. .

...3..This section shall not aPplkto Col3e4e lioard .

Achievement.TeSts or Glth Advanad4HTests,

4.. Documents.snOmitted to the commisSioner:Oursuant.y- t.

to this section.shalibe publia recordar4

5343..Notiie 1. Mich tept,age*Oy shil4,provide, aloP4

-1
,wptIl.the registration fork for a t:eti,-

4.
informations

a. The purposes'fir psh the test

is intended to be used.

b. The subject matter) inclUded n

4

is cohetructexiird

.

such teit.a04,0*

T.-

knowlOge and.skills which the teit purports,tOmeasure.

c. ikatementslassignat to

4
interpFAiing bpst moults, irks

4 ,
expla9atiOns.90s attest saqq-

of measureient of the test,. end A li*t of 'loanable :

. 4

.1.

*Ovid. information for

\
lnding but nOtAilited to,

4

scale*, the standard orator

.

correlatiOns between test scores anegrades, eucCesifui

completpon'ol a qourssof sit* and parental income.

d. How t4etest spores will:be reported, w hethezthe!

raw test.scores will be altered in any way before being

reporte&to the test sUbject an/whether and'how the test.

agency will uiegthe-testsCore in ra4 or traneformodform

"br itself or together.with.any otller information-About the

detestSubject. to Pre4ict00, apy way the Subject's future .

abadomic4grformance for iihi:pOs secOndary educational

"0

institultioh. . 0. . .. -
_.

e. A:Complete diScrigtion Of anY-proMisos or tovenauts

thaethe 'test.agency makes to the test subject with regard .
. . .

tosccurity orscoringlitimely.forwarding.ofinformationt

..poliCiei-for. notifying test,subjicts:regarding inaccuracies'

,in sahiging or tcOr4 reporting.and privaOy of information

''relating,to the testsubject. /..

_. . i:...,
.

44..Whothereor not teit scores are the property of the

I. o
p

tem Imbjett, howlOng they.will be retained by the test '4
s

'aq.lrtcy, and policies regarliing storage, disposal and
..

future use of test score data.

a



.

/

'or coincidentHOithlho first reporting of aetost score or'
4.. .

acoreetO a recipint institution. Aubh 'institution shap.!.
r-

.4/.. J . .

2. An* institution which'is a toit-Nscore. recipient shall,.

-provided witb the information lepocified in this'section.
.

The t.st agency sfiell:providesuch information prior to
. .

be encouraged to provide interpretivfo processing by'

.qualified personnel whor suchrsonnel are avertible. .

.
(344. Dielpeure of test (scores. The score of any test

subject-shall hot be released or disolosla by the test
,

agency to anliperson, organiirtioni/corporation,,e!sopiation.
.

College, university,.i governmental Oency orsubdivieion

unless specifically authofisod by thetost.miubject. A-
,4

text agency.may, however, release all previous scores

00
-received by-a test ,subject 'on a test to anyoni designated by

.
.stndies and.roports must Cbntait no information .identifiable

with any 'individual'.telt subji".

0 .

$345. RegulatiOnst-The coassisiioner?Thifl promulgete

..tba-k

ktest subject to xiciivo the-current score. .

' .f

. .2110441646 shellnot be Construed to Prohibit

release of scores an4 Other information.inthe poossesjon,

ef a test agency for purposes of research leading to

studis ind roportivoncerning the tests themselves. : Su0h

,.

regulatiogs to bspleMeny. provisions of this article.

§346.yiolations: Any ttst agency which violates eny
m

sootios of . this article shall be.liable for a civil penalty

S.

4

.

. of not Moro:than five hundred dollars' for,each violatioh,

1r347.1Severability. any provision of-this ertia
. .

bedoclared unconstitutional ori.n4alid, thwother

provisions shaVremain in offectInotwithstending. ';.

§2. This e4 fiAll-taboeffect. on 01 firit day of
..

:ganuary nextrjuncooding the date' on which it shill have
. . * .

. .

I

become a law.

Jam..

V

IL .
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Educptioh Cormission the States

The Education Commission of the States is a nonprofit -

V-&-ianization ,formed by interstate compact Jo /961. Forty-seven
states, American Saroa, Puerto Rico and the Virgin lilands are,

pow members. Its' goal is to further a working reldtionship
among governors', state legislatins and liducitors for .the im-

Nprodetnent of education., This report is an outcome of one of
many commission undertakings at all levels of education. The
commission offiaii are .located pits 300, 1860; Lincoln
Street, tiengr, tolorado(10295.

it is the poky 01 the EdIteation Comthission of the States to
affirmative action to preyent discrimination ig its policies,
ams and employment practices.
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